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y- Abstract

This thesis provides the foundation to expand the newly developed theater level

computerized wargame, SABER, at the Air Force Vargaming Center, Maxwell AFB,

Alabama to include space conflict at the theater level of simulation. Building upon

the recently completed SABER, this thesis effort expands the conceptual framework

of the model by integrating the dynamics of space warfare into the current theater

-level model. This expansion forms a new game called S WATTER.

This thesis adds the space units required to integrate the land and air battles

with the possible interactions from space. This thesis expands the stochastic attrition

processes to include interactions between space foices, ground forces, and air forces

with the use of unclassified engineering models. The use of these models results

in credible interactions throughout SWATTER. The main components of SWAT-

TER include, satellite constellation determination, mapboard representation of the

satellite constellation, detection and tageting processes, intelligence, command and

control processes, laser weapon interactions, and stochastic attrition. The goal is to

provide sufficient documentation on the necessary algorithms and related equations

for programmers to build a computer simulation with a reasonable run time and

credible output. .

ix



SWKATTER (Space- based Weapons Against Tactical

TE rrestrial-based Resources): A Design for Integrating

Space into a Theater Level W,1argane,

1. 1 BackgroundI

Since President Reagan first proposed his Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) in

19S3. space has been receiving increasing attention as the necxt arena, for thle deploy-

nient of military forces. Supposedly space has been reinarkabl% free of militarization

since the dawning of the Space Age. regardless of thle fact the military has used
space for surveillance. communications and navigation. thi tt fafis(ie

the dlarker side of humanity) will prolbably soon conic to an end. While the strate-

gic implications of space are quickl% recognized and frequently debated. the tactical

)osjbili ties are not immediatel y obvious. Iiiie ftutur-c.deplovuzenlt of a pace-l)iLsed

defensive shield may present tile possibility of engagyin conventional surfacc forces

as well as meeting the needs of the Strategic Defense Initiative. To better under-

stand thle implications of this possible employment. more research is n1ccessai% to

learn of the weaknesses and strengths of such a system. Unfortunately, there are few

indication,, that these tactical possibilities are b~eing inve-stig0ited at the unclassi1fied

level.

Current prop~osal,; for SDI envision a t-hree laiered strattegic defensive shield.

The first layer could consist of lasers. partLiclebeani weapons. intercep~tor rockets

and possibly rail guns. rThe first two t% pes of weapon, are frequentl% called directed

energy weapons (DEW) while the last, two are u.sually called kimuetic energy t-eap ns

(KEW). These weapons would be employed in thle boost plixse andl Jost-bdoost phase

of a intercontinental ballistic missile (ICB3M) attack. The second laver. frequenti:,

called the midcourse correction layer would probably consist of KEWs or particle



beam weapons employed during the midcourse correction of the ICBMs. During

the midcourse correction, reentry vehicles would be released, making a much more

difricult target for lasers to destroy due to tile ablative coating preventing or slow-

ing the transfer of heat energy to the reentry vehicles. The final layer, called the

terminal phase, envisions rocket interceptors to destroy the reentry vehicles prior to

atmospheric penetration (28:24-44).

When examining this three layer defense, it becomes obvious KEWs employed

from space against surface targets would not be cost effective and the use of surface-

based kinetic weapon systems would be far better. This is true because the weight
0.,! cost penalties of placing kinetic weapons in space would result in weapolls with
a much smaller destructive yield than can be fired from the surface or air. Therefore,

the most likely space-based candidates are the DEVs. Furtrher paring of this list

is possible when considering lasers are the result of a more mature technology than

particle beam weapons and are much closer to achieving the power required for

weapons employment. In addition, particle beams penetrating the atmosphere would

have even more severe degradation effects than lasers would (13). Therefore, any

investigation into using space-based weapons on the conventional battlefield would

probably center on a laser weapon.

Unfortunately, many of the methods for investigating the possible tactical and

doctrinal implications of weapon systems are geared to weapol systems which have

already been developed. Many investigative methods do not lend themselves to
-futuristic systems not yet developed. However, one method is sufficiently flexible

to allow the examination of future issues. This method is the wargame. With this

in mind, one avenue of investigation could be a warganing scenario to examine the

effects of space-based weapons employed upon the modern battiefield. However,

there is no war game which currently integrates space assets in a comprehensive

manner on today's battlefield (18:13). The U.S. Government 'Ieds to be able to

analyze and evaluate the different implications of space and space control available

from these space assets.

1.2 Purpose

This thesis provides one method for the analysis of space assets ol the modern

battlefield. SWATTER (Space-Based 'eapons Against Tactical TErestrial-Based
Resources) will become one tool tile analyst should be able to u.se to answei the

2)



what-if questions which are inevitable when examining space assets. The purpose of

this thesis was to develop the computer program design of a low resolution waigame

to model the possible capabilities and interactions of a laser weapon satellite sys-

tem, primarily intended for space defense, on a conventional battlefield. Since the

emphasis is on the effects of space-based lasers, this design builds uponi the structure

previously developed in Capt. William F. Mann's thesis, Sabei, A Theatcr Level

Wargame (26). While Capt Mann's thesis models the conventional aspects of the-

ater conflict; this research concentrated on methods of integrating DEWs into his

design proposal. This design, although primarily based upon Capt Mann's thesis

(and the imDlernentation of his design by the Department of Electrical Engineeiing

at the Air Force Institute of Technology), should be sufficiently flexible fot integra-

tion into other theater level wargames. A better understanding of possible methods

of conventional employment and the capabilities and weaknesses of a space-based

laser weapon would result. This thesis is also in support of the Air Force Wargam-

ing Center's drive to better integrate space forces into war game simulations for the

development of the future leaders of the Air Force.

To accomplish this task, several key areas were investigated to accurately model

such a weapon system. One such area was wargaming fundamentals to assist the

researcher in developing the design for this model. Other areas also included de-

termining important characteristics which could affect the output of lasel % eapons,

information on the determination of ol bital constellations, and validation technique.

1.3 Methodology

The methodology employed in developing SWATTER began with researching

the basic areas of future SDI deployment options, wargaming, laser physics, and

other areas. After this basic research was accomplished, the researchei culled the

data available and determined the key issues to consider, as well as the iinpoitant

characteristics which should be modeled in the warg-tmmes. Aftei these key issues

were determined, the researcher incorporated these areas into the algo 0it.hms requil ed

by SWATTER. The actual programming of these algorithms will be accomplished

by others who believe in the importance of the learning and ieseaich objectives

SWATTER will offer. Once these key areas are in the final model, verification and

validation of SWATTER will occur.



1.4 Model Considerations

Wargaming techniques could include methods for considering command and

control, targeting, acquisition, and tracking, kill probability, and aggregate modeling.

Many areas appeared to lend themselves to stochastic probability methods.

Currently, basic research continues into laser characteristics. Several areas

immediately became obvious factors for consideration when modeling the output

of a laser. These areas included atmospheric attenuation, atmospheric absorption,

thermal blooming, diffraction of the laser beam, and energy output at the source.

Several assumptions arc going to be made in the area of lasers. Since this thesis

incorporates a theoretical model of a weapon system it was assumed the demanding

technical challenges facing laser weapons had been met. These challenges include

finding appropriate tracking techniques, optical systems able to react quickly to a

changing hostile environment, a large enough fuel souice to permit multiple firings

of the laser, and sufficient energy output to hit the target with sufficient force to

damage or destroy the target. While projections about many of these areas are

beyond the scope of this thesis, several simplifying representations of these ideas

should be included in the wargame.

Methods for basing satellite constellations (the organizational orbital basing

of a minimum number of satellites to accomplish a specified mission in an efficient

manner) are at best sketchy in the open literature. These basing modes will be

represented by statistical methods to give a specified percentage of aiea coverage

for a specified percentage of the time. This portion of the model will also have to

account for the physical characteristics of the specific laser system being modeled to

determine effective range, and number of satellites for a specified covemage.

Finally, any computer model of reality should be validated (30). Although

beyond the scope of this thesis, any organization implementing this design should

accomplish a verification and validation effort to insume the lesults ale in keeping with

our current understanding of what we believe the the future will hold. Unfo tunatel3

one of the most common techniques, comparison against other models, is not likely.

During the research stage. no models were found which completely coves the areas
of interest in SWATTER. Several models were found which modeled incomplete

portions of SWATTER in the areas of satellite constellations (21), logistics (18),

and space warfare (6). However, these models were discarded as inapplopriate in

resolution, methodology, or pIurpose for comparison against SWATTEIR.

41



Although model comparison can not be used in validating SWATTER, other

techniques are of use in the validation effort. The most likely methods of validation

will probably include a review of SW¥ATTER by peers and experts in tile satellite

field and the empirical judgm'ent (just good old-fashioned common sense) of the

model users (14).



II. Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews some of the literature available to determine the require-

ments for successfully incorporating a space-based laser system into a theater-level

wargame. Since this design will be incorporated into existing theater-level wargames,

doctrine will not be examined in detail but should be tailored to reflect the host

wargame. However, proposed basic Air Force space doctrine should be recognized

and incorporated into this design. Although doctrine will be incorpoiated, sufficient

flexibility must remain to allow experimentation into different modes of opelatio

where new concepts will be allowed to develop. Since doctrine is a function of the

host game, research was concentrated in several areas specifically concerned with

incorporating space-based DEWs into a wargame. Additionally, the areas identi-

fied for further development and research were laser capabilities, wargaming design,

satellite constellation determination, battle management, and countermeasures.

2.2 Space Doctrine

A basic understanding of proposed Ai Force space doctrine was necessary be-

fore incorporating DEWs into any wargame. The draft proposal of Air Foice doctiine

addresses issues of terrestrial force enhancement through better use of space systems

for navigation, weather, and communications (24:24). In addition, Air Force doc-

trine will have to address the issue of space control through weapons with an ASAT

capability and a missile-defense system (24:24). Finally, Ai Force doctrine is tied to

the proposal that military satellites should remain under centralized control (2-1:24).

While SWATTER does not directly address force enhancement through com-

munications, navigation, and weather systems, SWATTER does address force en-

hancement through the deployment of DEVs in support of a theater commander's

objectives. SWATTER also allows the inclusion of the concept of centralized control

and incorporates the deployment of an ASAT capable missile-defense system.

Although Air Force doctrine does not address the use of space for intelligence

gathering, many observers feel this is one important aspect of s)aCc employment by

(6



the Air Force (7). SWATTER incorporates a basic intelligence gathering function

for further exploration in this area.

2.3 Laser Capabilities

A thorough understanding of laser weapons was necessary before their incor-
poration into a wargame. This section deals with the issues of basic laser principles,

current limitations, and laser lethality. These issues have a direct bearing on how

the laser weapon is modeled and employed.

2.3.1 Basic Laser Principles. A laser exhibits certain physical properties.

These properties include coherence, direction ality, monochromicity (singlc frequcuy

or color due to the extremely narrow frequency range, or bandwidth, occupied by

the laser beam), and luminance (commonly called brightness) (33:5-47). All of these

properties are interrelated and are really diffc( ent manifestations of the cohel ence of

the laser light (33:47). The military interest in lasers is generated by the properties

of luminance, directionality, and coherence with the resulting capability of placing

large amounts of energy upon a target at long distances at the speed of light (13:96).

The best way to understand why a laser possesses these properties is to exam-

ine the basic principles behind the creation of a. laser beam. A laser requires three

items to accomplish the propagation of a coherent light source. These items in-

clude a molecular or atomic population inversion. an active medium, and a fecdback

mechanism (33:51).

Laser initiation occurs when the active medium is stimulated by an external

energy source to a higher internal (molecular or atomic) energy state. The pump)ing

action of the external energy source results in a situation where fewei molecules (oi

atoms) occupy the molecular ground states since the molecules have absot bed enciig

and moved to a higher discrete energy state. When more molecules occup\ a highel

adjacent energy state than occupy the energy state immediately below it a po)ulation

inversion has occurred. In accordance with basic physical principles, the populatiOII

inversion is unstable and will spontaneously degenerate to the lower enei y state.

When the molecule drops to the lower energy state, a specific amount of energy

is released. This discrete energy becomes a photon of electromagnetic ladiation. 01

light. If the photon interacts with another excited state molecule it will cause the new

molecule to also release a photon. During the state change of the second molecule.

7



the new photon will match itself to the photon which triggeied the molecular energy

loss. The second photon will now exhibit coherence with the first photon as it travels

in the same direction and in the same frequency phase as the first. The photons

will encounter at feedback mechanism, usually mirrors, icturning the photons back

through the ;-,.tive medium wheie more coherent photons will be ieleased intensifying

the laser beam. Since these photons are in phase, they will exhibit the property of

constructive interference and will demonstrate the previously idtutilied properties

of laser light. The laser action will continue as long as a pumping source is able
to maintain the active mediinn's population inversion (33:.51-77), (42:52-.53). With

the proper selection of an active medium and the selection of the aplropriate energy

states, lasers can be built to emit specific wavelengths of light to accomplish different

purposes. The laser can also be characterized by its output. The light emitted can

occur in a continuous wave mode or it can occur as a series of pulses.

2.9.2 Cuirrent Lirnitations of Lasers. Lasers are constrained i , numerous

ways. One of the the more seious constraints currently preventing deployment is the

insufficient power output of lasers. Conservative estimates range from ,ne to three

orders of magnitude increase as being the absolute minimum energy ouput before

deployment (2:SIO-Sll). Other constraints also exist on the physical tiansmission

properties of laser light.

While the emptiness of space does not contribute to the degradation of a laser

beam, the basic physics of light do contribute to the weakening of Lean strength

over distance traveled. The general equation for beam spot size radius as a function

of propagation distance is given by equation 1 (13:73).

+ z 2_I'V(Z) = l'0/(l + ( f)2) ,

where 1V0 is the beam radius, or opltics radius, and, A is the radiation wa.velength.

In the near field range where 7 (distance traveled) is less tha, the spot

size remains nearly constant. In the far field, the beani b haves like a normal point

'ight source (13:73).

Therefore, the beam spread of laser light is lIim'ted, collimated, a long as tile

distance traveled is less than the Rayleigh Range defined in equation 2 below (13:73).



zR A.(2)

For distances greater than ZR beam strength will decrease J. :o the more

familiar formula used for incoherent light, the inverse square of ti,- . .,,ice propa-

gated. In genea, the preceding equations leads to the conciu.', t . optics

(1'l0 ) and short wavelengths (A) are desirable (13:74).

After the beam enters the atmosphere, other effects come in'o I)'wv. These

processes include scattering, absorption, refraction, atmospheric h,.., '.qg ano lascr

induced air breakdown (13:76-95). To overcome some 1the effect. " absorpion

ard refraction, special care must bC used in wavelength seleution fur atnmospheic

a:ansmission properties. In addition, excess power must be ,,nerated :.o reach the

target with sufficient energy for a probability of a kill (42:55,57). Atmospheric heat-

ing could possibly be overcome by increased optical surfaces (42:57) as well as a laser

pulse firing sch]me. A laser pulse firing scheme could also overcome the problems

associated with laser induced air breakdown (13:9.5). For the purposes of this thesis,

a mafi a,,sumption will be miade concerning the technical difficulties of absorption,

refrtc" on, atmospheric hcatitng (thermal blooming), and laser induced air break-

down. This thesis will assume these lifficulties have been overcome with judicious

use of a pulsed high power laser of a specific wavelen,ui fairly transparent to mos:.

atmospheric effects. 1owexer. the atmosphetic effects of precipibation must still be

accounted for.

The atmospheric effects of precipitation causes considerable attenuation when

the laser beam must propagate through lain, fog, or bnow. Precipitation can become

a dominant factor and must be accounted for when using lasers (13:161-163).

Any analyst attempting to model a iaser weapon in a. waigame must be cog-

nizant of these factors and represent themn in some way which is easily modeled. In

other words, modeling weather accuratel3 is mandator to accurately model tile us:

of laser weapons on the battlefield.

23.3 Laser Lethality. Since the basic principles behind a laser weapon have

been discussed, the next area for examination is the ictlhlity of lhser weapons. First,

the basic interaction of a laser weapon against a target will be examined, then tile

possible specific interactions with different, target f.ypes will be coy, .,

9



The interaction between a 10 GigaWatt laser with a pulse time of .1 Itsec

against an aluminum s irfacc is modeled bel,v. The following cxample comes from

the course notes for the Physics 523 class at the Air Force Institute of lechnol-

ogy (13:116-113).

This example contains several assumptions. These include: 1) the specific heat

ratio (y) of aluminum as 1.67; 2) the absorption (a) of the laser radiation wavelength

by aluminum is ten percent (in other words, 90 percent of the in, ident iadiation from

the laser is reflected); 3) the ". ss density (p) of aluminum is 2.7 gm/cm3; 4) the

heit capacity (C,) o1 aluminum 's approximateiy onk -,T 5) aluminum's heat of

fusion (L,,, o. the melting point) is approximately 400 J/gin; 6) and aluminum's heat

of vaporizat'on (L,) is approximately 10,500 J/gm (13:1 !6 117).

The initial portion of the fired laser beam will strike the aluminum and have

a significant anount reflected. However, the portioi. al)soibed will vaporize a very

small layer of the aluminum and heat it to approximately 3000' K. This vapor is

opaque to the laser aud the absorption coefficient rises to newly 1.0 from its oiginal

value of 0.1 (13:116).

Due to the opacity of the aluminum vapor, the laser beam will now inieract

(couple) primarily with the aluminum vapor. Due to the increased absorption of

the beam energy the outer layers of the vapor "ill ra,.dily heat to teniperature.

above 50, 000' K. The vapor has now become an ionized plasma and radiates in the

ultraviolet (UV) and soft x-ray regime ( 13:117).

This plasma energy is carried to the aluminum surface by (UN," and x-ray) radi-

ation and convection. Assuming only twenty percent of the laser enel 3 i.' effectively

received by the aluminum su"face (a is assumed to be higher clue to the plasma

interactions) it is possible to letermine the depth of aluminumn materila lost with

equation 3 (1:3:117).

drpt h ll
pC,,(T, -- 1,0) + L,, +(3)

TV and T, are the teml)eratures of vapotization and amibient respect.ivel. Using
an approximate diffc. .ice of 3000' with I equal to 10X10 9 Watts ( .*,, ) and t

equal to .IXI10-6 seconds yields a loss of only 5X10-3 cm of surface material.

However, the loss of such a small amount of material is not the entire effect. of

the laser weapon. The major effects will come from the overpiessulibation caused
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by the expanding gases from the vaporization interaction. The vapor is limited by

conditions to expanding at only the acoustic velocity (v') which exists locally (the
local speed of sound). This velocity is given by equation 4 (13:117) (41:38).

vS= (,RT)

R is constant which is specific for any gas. It is derived by lividing the uni-
versal gas constant by the molecular weight of the gas in question. The interesting

fact about acoustic velocity is its relatiN e independence from pressure meaning the
velocity can be determined independent of altitude. Using the preN Jously stated

values v, equals roughly 1600 metcrs/sec.

Using the characteristiz expansion time for the vap " in equation 5 (13:117)

gives the time it takes for the vapor to expand an equix'.!--nt d; a,,nce of the depth

of the material.

depth
v)s

Using the previously determined values results in a t of appioximately 3 x
10- 8 sec. with a laser pulse time of .1 /Lsec the vapor will expand to apl)proximately

twice its o. ginal vo, ,me. This means the vapor will have approximately hail the
original p value. Substituting this new value into the ideal gas law (equation 6) w4!l
result in the akiminun vapor pressure on the surface of the material.

p = pRt (6)

p = (.5)'2.7yS/n3)(8 .3X l Oj eg/(g7lc0jK) ) (5 00o l )
279m/grnolc

" 2X 10'erg/cm3

- 300, OO0p.

Obviously, with such large local prcssurgs on a material, a lasci beam is quite
capable of punching a hole through the nmateial. Even if it doesn't burn through
the resulting shock on the material may weal, , it or cause "palling on the int-criol.
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This example was with only 1 kilojoule of laser energy on target. Tile criterion

for a kill in this wargame is 10 kilojoules (KJ). An important point is that for the

10 KJ criterion to be a satisfactory measure of effectiveness the label energy must be
deposited in an extremely short period of time (almost instantaneoubl1 ) to prevent

energy dissipation through convection, conduction, or radiation. With this caveat,

the 10 KJ criterion is a conservative estimate by an order of magnitude and also

allows for the consideration of materials with an a of only .01 to achieve the same

result. In addition, this criterion also allows for other materials which mua 3 be more
resistant than aluminum. Finally, 10 KJ is fairly well recognized as t )pical of the

minimum lethal energy delivered by more conventional weapons (9:9--15).

Now that the basic interaction of a pulsed laser weapon has l)ell discussed,

the interaction can be examined in closer detail by looking at the numerous was

the laser interacts with different target types. These types include missiles, armor,

sensors, troops, aircraft soft vehicles like trucks, and geographic targets. Each type

is covered below.

2.3.3.1 Interaction with Aircraft. The interaction with aircraft is fairly

straightforward. The laser beam will piobably punch directly through the metal skin

of the aircraft. The only question remains is the probability of hitting a citical area

causing the aircraft to be destroyed or possibly preventing it from accum)lishing its

mission. A significant percentage of the surface area of the aiicraff covers critical
aircraft subsystems. These subsystems include fuel cells and plumbim g. %%epon bays,

engines, and electronic equipment. Almost all of these subs stems would i('sult in

catastrophic aircraft loss if subjected to the amount of laser eneigO disclissed. In

addition, a pressurized aircraft at altitude could suffer a rapid deconmpicssion if the

aircraft skin is suddenly punctured. Depending on the aircraft, the aii (raft altitude,

and the mission, the aircraft may have to abort the mission. The prot(ction of the

aircraft through increased use of armor would come at tremendotus cost. in li insi of

aw..raft payload and performance and would therefore, be unlikely.

2.3.3.2 Intteraction with Armor. The use of a laser weapon against an

armored vehicle is a questionable proposition. The increased use of omposites and

ceramics in armor makes the use of laser weapons in this manner ain im ilmown. No

known source of freely available literature was found addressing lasel ilitcilctions on
armor. However, the tremendous energies probably does weakeni if not dest-roy the
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armored vehicle. In addition, there are weak areas in any armored vehicle which are

not protected as well as the rest of the vehicle. However, steel or aluminum armor

would be very susceptible to laser damage ab outlined in the above example. Finally,

the previously mentioned possibility of spalling could spell havoc with tile interior

of the vehicle and its occupants.

2.3.3.3 Interaction with Missiles. Missiles would be highly susceptible

to laser attack especially ii. light of the fact the laser constellation was desigred with

such a, purpose in mind. Generally, lasers are considered sufficient for the task of
missile destruction if it is able to deliver 10 K./cIm2 and hold it on the target for one

second when using a continuous wave label (-13:2). However, the pulse laser should

be able to punctuie tile skin with the ovei pie.sure effect caused by plasnm coupling

in less than one second. This effect should be relatively consistent between liquid

or solid fueled rockets (43:2). In addition, most research into missile destruction

does not address the subject of combustion and detonation of the rocket fLel by the

laser (43:2) which would increase the probability of missile destruction. Assuming a

puncture occurs, the missile can be killed in one of two ,rays. The first method of
kill would be an instantaneous burst of the missile due to the high pressures inside

the rocket engine chamber or ignition of the fuel by the laser Ieam. The second

method would take longer to confirm as a kill but is still effective. If tie laser beam

just punctured the case without an instantaneous kill, the puncture would provide an

avenue foi an exhaust jet causing rocket control problems leading to a slow kill (43:2).

2.3.3.4 Inteaction with Soft Vehicles (i.e. 7narmored). Soft vehicles
such as trucks and jeeps would would be susceptible to laser effects. However. the

fuel tanks and engine components make up such a small portion of the total surface
area, when viewed from above, tie likelihood of a kill is decreased. The laset may just

timnctuie the vehicle without causing an% sviious damage. llowe er. if the vehicle is
loaded with flammables ol explosixes. the l iobabilitv of kill increases g (leati due to

the amount of space devoted to cargo particularly susceptible to lasers.

2..3.3.5 Interaction with Sensors. Sensors are readily degraded or de-
stroved by laser effects. The sensoi will piobably immediatel become lash blinded

by any laser beam in its field of view within the appropriate sensor zadiation band.

Furthermore it will probably quit wom king if the temperat.ure of he .ensor is raised
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approximately 50' K and destroyed if the temperature increases more than approxi-

mately 5000 K (13:111). If the laser beam radiates in the Infrared (111.) wavelengths

it could wreak havoc with night-vision goggles, forward-looking IR bensors, and the

aircraft IR sensors used on night attack missions.

2.3.3,6 Interaction with Geographic Tairgets. Geographic targets en-

compass a wide range of target types with a wide variety of materials. They could

include hydroelectric dams, power generating stations, hardened command posts,

supply dumps, and much more. The laser wCeapon could be employed as a type

of indirect fire (similar to artillery) against some of these targets. Supply dumps

could be handled on the basis of the types of materials bcing stored. Petroleum,

oil, and lubricants (POL), and amino dunps would be very susceptible to laser ef-

fects. On the other hand, if the target is primarily foodstuffs, there is not much

utility in blowing ui) a few canned hams. The electrical generating plants, dams,

and hardened command posts are generally composed of reinfoiced concrete. There

is little data on laser interactions with concrete. However, concrete probably has a

much higher lascr absorption coefficient w! ich would on13 increase the temperature

on the concrete. Since concrete is a poor hermal conductoi, tremendous thermal

stress will probably occur under laser attack. In addition, the high temperatures

associated with such an attack would probabl3 cause molecular disassociation of the

water molecules in the concrete thereby weakening the concrete structure. While a

laser attack on concrete structures may not result in a kill in the first attack. it will

lead to progressive weakening of the structure undcer repeated attacks.

2.3.3.7 Interactioi? with Troops. The final item to examine is the laser

attack interaction on troops. Laser attacks could result in obvious immediate phys-

ical harm. Effects include the ignition of clothing, extensive burns on the skin, eve

injuries, and )ossibly death. The primary laser burns on the flesit and the .secondar%

burnms caused by ignitecd clothing are veiy imiportant effec tas. llowetei. tle Iossibility

of eye injury is currently causing great concern among several of Llie doctors at t.hie

Letterman Army Institute of Research (27:1). The )articular ocular eve injury is

laser wavelength specific. Visible and near IR wavelengths arc focused oni the retina.
while far IR tends to burn the cornea. UV wavelengths tend to injure the cornea

and lens. The extent of the injury is a function of laser power, exposure tiiie area

exposed and the laser characteristics. The pulsed lasers appear to hime tHie iiost
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damaging effects. The range of ocular injuries range froma glare effects to flash-

blindness to retinal burns to actual hemorrhaging within the eye (27:1-2). Other

important psychological effects also may occur in all area under the danger of la1sem

attack. These effects are termed suppressive and exposure effects (27:3). Psycholog-

ical exposure effects will be the effects felt by the soldiers who actually uimdcergo, laser

attack ("shell shock- was a popular although inaccurate term- at one time) (27:3).

The su pressive effects come from the feat of laser exposure a~nd attempts to limit
such exposure (27:3).

Thle fear of laser exposure and loss of eyesight may be very debilitating to

somne inclivid,-als. Individuals may also beC less effective due to protective e(Iui)iment

%Vear. This protective edquipiment may place physical limitations onl each iiidi" idual

soldier's performance as well as elevate the individual's p~sychological trs.In

addition. thle soldier's desire to prevent eye injury inay disrupt visual tasks (bearch

patterns). Altogether. laser effects on the battlefield may have a debilitAing effect
on the p~erformance of individual soldiers (27:11).

The laser effects may also be byproducts of attacks on dlifferent targets in thle

nearby area. The laser damnage may be caused by the reflection (somle metal-, miay

have reflection coefficients as high as 90 pet cent of the laser beani) of laser light

from anl attack on an armiored vehicle. Task performance may also be degraded due

to thle protective gecar wvon as wvell as any attemipt to p~revenlt the occurrencf of sc

an injury. These effects are not confined to the surface either. An aircraft under

laser attack nmy also result in degraded crew performance due to the S-aniv zea.sons.

2.4 l-Vaigaining Dezign

The next area to examine is how to incorporate these weapon system., into a
wvartrarne. There are certain basic principles to wargamne des.,i wvhich miust be kept

in sight at all -times. The twvo most. basic rules ais stated b)y Janies F. liiunnnigam.

one of thle leading dlesigners of rommiem cial wairganies and pm olifh ' %,riter ott defense

issues as well as onl wargamles. are:

*kepit. simple

* plagiarize- (11:235--2.36).

The two basic rules are very imnportant in itiaking ally. wargaie work. If
thle systeml is too Comlplex then no0 one will Want to ulse tile *41111. TIhe seconld



rule, while somewhat shocking in its irreverence, is really a way of meeting the

requirements imposed by the first. Dunnigan is stating the need to use proven

gaming techniques to help simulate the reality you wish to create. Peter Perla, a well-

recognized wargamer from the Center of Naval Analyses, feels that these two concepts

capture the fundamental requirements of any warganwc. Basically, these principles

result in achieving a sense of reality while keeping the game playable (35:189).

While keeping these two basic requirements in mind, Dunnigan developed a

framework of designing and marketing wargames. This ten step framework is in-

cluded below (11:236-237).

* Concept Development

• Research

* Integration

* Flesh out the Prototype

* Prepare a First Draft of the Rules

* Game Development

* Blind Testing

* Final Rules Edit

* Production

• Feedback

This thesis will keep the basic requirements in mind while attempting to ac-

complish Dunnigan's first three steps of wargame design. The final steps not directly

related to comniercial production will be accomplished under the direction of the Air

Force Wargaming Center.

The important thing to remember is this wargame will be a wargame of the

future. While playability is a l:ey issue, the purpose behind the wargame is education

and reseach. For the game to achieve its stated purpose it must be realistic. Un-

fortunately, it is impossible to accurately model the future completely. As Perla has

said, "The only realizable goal for a model of future warfare is to reflect, in the most

complete and coherent way possible, the analysts' (or the analytical communit.3's)

beliefs and understanding of the key elements of that combat. By exc cisiing, testing.
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ap ] modifying that model, analysts and wargamers can explore tile implications, not

of some unknowable future reality, but of our current, iestricted, and uncertain view

of what that reality might be like. We can do no better than to try to identify the

hidden interconnections and consistencies of our cutrent thinking as objectively as

possible." (35:241)

While SWATTER explores one possible future of warfare it must be given a

stage for presentation. In other words, a scenario should be developed which sets

the stage for player decisions. In addition, such a scenario must have the flexibility

to allow specific updates by the controllers (the umpires) of the game which call

influence or alter the decision-making by the individual players (35:203). A scenario

is the common starting point for all participants in the game which states the goals

of the game while setting bounds and influencing the playeis inteiactions. Scenarios

should be designed to maximize flexibility and reduce artificial restrictions on the

participants(35:204-205). Perla has developed a basic structure for a scenario design.

This structure includes:

* Background,

* Objectives,

0 Command relationships,

o Resources,

* and Updates during play, and control team instructions (35:208).

SWATTER is given a scenario which is the basic bare bones essentials to

meet the restrictions caused by the necessary abstractions in wargame design. This

scenario, in chapter II, contains the essential structure which can be fle.shed out

to meet different goals from game to game. The key will be to incc. orate more

information in the final implementation which \ill beem realistic and ie,,onable.

2.5 Satellitc Constellation Dcterrninalion

The satellite constellation should be sufficient to af'old coverage of most major

launch ICBM areas as well as sea-launched ballistic missiles (SLB'I). Due to their

orbital mechanics, satellites circling the equator would not affo(d complete c\ eage

of the earth's surface. The orbits of the satellites would have to be inclined with
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respect to the equator to increase the coverage by the satellites. Unfortunately, when

satellites are placed in an inclined orbit it, is impossible for a satellite to remain in a

position which appears to be stationary with respect to the surface. The coverage by

one such satellite would approach global as the inclination approached ninety degrees.

However, this coverage would not be continuous, necessitating more satellites to cover

the desired area of interest for the desired time span.

The number of satellites required and orbital planes desired are an aiea of high

interest when examining this issue. If horizon-to-horizon coverage by each satelliie is

desired then the excellent article presented in the Sept.-Oct. 1987 issue of Journal of

Spacecraft and Rockets (34:459-468) is recommended. However, such a constellation

assumes the weapons could reach an. taiget within line-of-sight of the satellite on the

surface of the earth. SWATTER assumes the initial deployment will be by limited,

relatively low-power weapon systems only able to interact with the surface of the

earth directly below their orbital path. Therefore, a method of determining satellite

numbers will be explored later in this thesis.

2.6 Battle 1'anagement

Battle management is one of the toughest problems facing deployment of a

strategic defense system. Many questions must. be resolved before actual iinplenlfen-

tation. Some of the questions include:

* where sensors should be located (40:5),

* what level of sensor discrimination is desired or possible (40:36),

* how to handle sensor difficulties (high target densit3, low sensol iesolution, false

observations, missed observations slow scanning frequency,and target hand-

off) (40:S-8,7),

• how to classify threat assessment to include self-defense functions (.10:7-8),

* what engagement options to implement (how many weapons assigned to each

target, shoot at closest, target vs sorting routines) (40:S-6,58),

* how to determine a successful engagement (kill) (40:70).

Many of these ideas are covered below in greater detail and. where appropriate,

are the major questions a proper wargame design should help answer. While not
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all of the ideas are not fully developed by SWATTER, they are included as future

research topics for incorporation into SWATTER.

2.6.1 Sensor Management. Upon launch detection, under the SDI mission,

the sensors will be required to determine the number of boosters, positions, and

their flight profiles for future prediction and possible engagement (40:7). The sensor

algorithms will have to perform three functions to properly track boosters (40:7).

These functions include scan-to-scan correlation, multiple sensor coordination, and

target prediction (40:7).

For the purpose of SWATTER, these algorithms have already been determined

and are in place in the satellite constellation. Howevci, several areas must still

be addressed in SWATTER to accurately model potential problems of accurately

tracking a specific booster from sensor scan to sensor scan. These areas include

high target density (sensor saturation), low sensor resolution, false observations, and

missed observations (40:7). During the time of observation, the tracking accuracy

will improve due to correlation schemes incorporated into the constellation (40:7).

2.6.2 Threat Assessment. As the sensor information is organized and target

track maintenance is initiated, threat assessment will begin (40:7). Classification

of booster types will help identify the threat potential (40:7-8). Threat assessment

would place a high priority on an SS-18 due to the large number (10) of reentry

vehicles (RV) onboarcd. While an SS-25 would be a lower threat since it only carries

3 R\s (40:8). ASAT weapons would also be detected, identified and prioritized at

this time (40:8).

As the threat becomes more apparent, the readiness level of the constellation
would be adjusted (40:8). Any readiness level would be a function of what status

previously existed (DEFCON level) and the current military situation (40:8). Several

schemes exist, including a posture requii ing human intei vention to arm the system in

a limited attack sceiario to an automatic mode for a massive attack scenario (40:8).

2.6.3 Engagcm en Options. Weapon-to-target assignment functions are still

being actively researched. In the early years of deployment, fairly simplistic algo-
rithms will be used for pairing of weapons to actual targets. As the system becomes

more robust certain ICBNI targets will be afforded greater protection priority from

those ICBMs (40:S-6).
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The most common firing doctrines include a shoot-shoot-look-shoot-shoot doc-

trine (commonly known as SSLSS) and a shoot-look-shoot (SLS) doctrine. The first

doctrine allows the firing of a second shot using the same firing information as the

first to insure a higher probability of kill if the first shot only damages the target or

the first shot malfunctions. If the first shot misses due to targeting information then

the second will also miss. The second doctrine allows target assessment between

shots which allows the conservation of munitions if a successful kill is accomplished

by the first shot. One possible disadvantage accrues if the weapon is no longer able

to engage the target due to the change in range between the target and the weapon

during the evaluation.

SWATTER assumes the eai ly deployment of a. simple engagement architecture

where the priorities begin with ballistic missile defense, followed by belf-protection

of the constellation, and finally followed by any other targets as designated by the

controllers. Both types of firing doctrine (SSLSS and SLS) should be available for

examination and experimentation within SWATTER.

2.6.4 Kill Assessment. A part of reality which is extremely difficult to model

is the uncertainty of battle damage assessment. In other words, how well did the

weapon system perform in at tacking the target? To give a. realistic flavor of the fog of

war, SWATTER gives a portion of all kills as confirmed kills and misidentifies some

of the misses as probable kills. Due to the nature of the weapons targeted sonie kills

may be easily verified while others may not. For the purpose of this thesis, a kill is

any successful attack which prevents the ot her side from using the weapon s stein in

an offensive manner. However, if the kill is not detected it may still draw fire from

systems unaware of the kill. Hard kills are kills where the weapon system is totally

destroyed while soft kills are kills where the system is still partially opeiational but

is unable to accomplish its intended mission (as an example, lack of mobility would

prevent a tank from participating in offensi e operations although defeiisive fihe may

still emanate from it.).

2.'7 Count eineas ures

Any Strategic Defense system must contend with the possibility of counter-

measures. These countermeasures could be passive decoys to fool sensor technology

or the more active step of actually trying to blind the sensors. Furthermore, the
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system must be prepared to cope with space mines, nuclear explosions, and anti-

satellite (ASAT) weapons (5:47) (15) (23) (32:26). These possible methods of attack

and deception against the system are prime ingredients to model in the wargame.

2.7.1 Sensor Attacks. Several methods of attack exist for attacking the sen-

sors of the satellite constellations. Nuclear bursts could be used to attack the elec-

tronic components of the sensors through electromagnetic pulse (emp) and radia-

tion effects (38:346). Laser blinding of sensitive optical systems may also be at-

tempted (38:346). The effects of these attacks my be only temporary or may be

permanent through sensor saturation or damage.

Methods to overcome these attacks are many and varied. Hardening of the coni-

stellations' electrical systems would help protect the sensor from emp (38:346). Sep-

arating incoming radiation into very narrow band wzavelengths to limit the amiiouiit

of background radiation from the explosions or laser attack is another feasible so-

lution (38:346). Short discrete periods of sensor operation, and using multispectral

sensors so if one sensor is overwhelmed other sensors could continue tracking also

may allow sustained operations under sensor attack (38:346).

2.7.2 Space Mines. Space mines are explosive devices predeployed into an or-

bit from which it can easily attack its target upon command (23:166). To accomplish

its mission however, it must be in close proximity to the target with virtually idcen-

tical orbital parameters (23:166). This precludes the secretive placement of space

mines close to a low-earth orbit satellite since the Soviets would probabl launch

such a system into a different orbit than they currently use for most of their mis-

sions (23:167). It is possible to secretly place mines on active satellites being used

for other missions. This may allow the space mines to approach a tai get satellite

undetected due to the cover afforded by the legitimate satellite.

To counter obvious spacemines, the most likely US response would be imme-

diate destruction of any elements deployed close enough to any satellite to place

the satellite in jeopardy (23:170). Attacks against satellites which inay or may not

be carrying space mines may be a more risky proposition. One possible method to

counter suspected space mines would be the establishment of steiile no-entiXy zones

around satellites. These zones may be activated (luring periods of heightened tension

and any entry into this zone by an unknown or suspect satellite %%ould result in its

immediate destruction.
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2.7.3 Auclear. Attack. Nuclear attack, as mentioned previously, would prob-
ably be used for emp effects and radiation saturation of the target as well as possible
physical destruction of the target. However, before the use of nuclear weapons, fiatri-
cide issues would have to be addressed since any nuclear explosion would be as likely
to affect the attacker's satellites and missiles as it would the targeted sLtellites.

2.7.4 ASAT. ASAT attacks could employ nuclear weapons as well as kinetic

kill mechanisms for satellite attack. The Soviets currently have an ASAT capability
against low-earth orbit satellites. This system depends on several orbits to maneuver
the ASAT into position to attack its target. The US developed but, never deployed
a kinetic kill ASAT which was capable of direct ascent to the target satellite.

These types of attack are easily recognized and could be destroyed by direct
attack on the ASAT weapon. In addition, if the ASAT attack is detected in a timely
fashion, then it is possible to maneuver the satellite out of harm's way.

2.7.5 Decoys. Decoys depend on similar looking objects to confuse the satel-
lite constellation into attacking the decoys. These decoys would have to simulate
several different spectral properties (radar cross-section, infrared signature, etc.) to
successfully fool multispectral sensors (32:177). Whether it is cost effective to use
decoys due to the need to accurately simulate the actual missile remains to be cletei-
mined (31:77-78). It may just be more effective to build another missile and attempt

to saturate the defenses.

2.7.6 Passive Coun termeasures. Passive countermeasures take many forms.
These include hardening, shielding, and rotation of the rocket body (31:76) ('12:57).
The possibility of protecting a rocket. by such methods against a pulsed lasei as
proposed in SWATTER is highly unlikely. The ability to protect the rocket from
such a weapon is negated by the fact it is impossible to passivel% defend against lie

momentum imparted by the laser to the rocket body (2:S138).
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II. Scenario

3.1 Introduction

A scenario is necessary to give a common starting point from which the game

participants address the goals of the wargame (35:205). The goals for this wargamc

include gaining a better understanding of the pob.,,ible interactions and capabilities'
of a space-based laser weapon on the conventional battlefield and provide the players

a better appreciation and understanding of spacc forces. The following scenario is
broken up into its political, and military componc tb and is designed to maximize

the desired goals.

3.2 Political Climate of the IRanian Scenario

The chosen scenario is set in the future with the projection of several currently

observed, diverse, world trends. These trends have been merged into just one of

many possible future outcomes. The scenario begins in the early summer of 2010.

The current political climate follows.

The world political situation is very confused. There has been much hope and

encouragement for peace but the goal has proven very elusive. The United States

had finally started the deployment of a space-based defensive shield at tile turn

of the century. The Soviet Union initially tried to match the SDI deployment with

more offensive weapons and also tried, but failed to deploy theii own version of "Stai

Wars". This attempt further weakened the already tottering Soviet economy causing

the Soviet leadership to agree to further substantial cuts in offensive strategic nuclear

weapons. The START II Treaty was ratified in 2005 and the final nuclear weapons

drawdown round, of the two rounds planned. is slated to begin. At the conclusion

of the the final round, only 50 percent of strategic nucleai xeapons which existed

when the treaty was ratified will still be operational. Currently, the first drawdown

round has been completed and only 75 percent of the weapons of five years ago Still

exist.

Internationally, the Soviets have continued to see their prestige decline. Inter-

nally, the ethnic minorities continue to demand more autonom and independence
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in their respective republics. In addition, some minorities see the recent START
II treaty as a further sign of weakness and have openly begun defying the Soviet
authorities with riots, demonstrations, and rumored guerrilla units. The Azerbai-

jan Republic has been in the forefront of the violence looking for unification with
their brethren Azeibaijani across the border in Iran. A small Persian minority in
Azerbaijan has also been pressing for closer ties with their Iranian counterparts.

The Iranian Azerbaijanis, although a minority, have been fairly well integrated
into Iranian society (19:188) and have become a more powerful voice in the Iranian
government as Iran slowly returns to a more moderate course due to the gradual
departure of the extremist clerics from positions of powei. While not officially sanc-
tioning unification with the Azerbaijanis in the Soviet republic, there is a resurgence
of nationalistic pride and a desire t,; open moie communications with their brethren
across the border. The gradual decline of Isiaiic extremism is slowly opening doors
to further contacts between Iran and the United States.

Violence against Russians in the non-Russian republics accelerates ,eIC exo-
dus of Russians back to the Russian Republic continuing a trend identified in the
1990's (8:15-A). This migration places greater burdens on the social and economic

structure of the Russian Republic fu tier exacerbating the general feeling of despair
and anger amongst the Soviets people. Man of the people blame President Gor-
bachev (25:15-A) and his ideological successors for the current voes of the economy.
The Soviet military finds itself increouingly shoi t changed continuing a trend noticed
in the 1990's when 9200 military families were not provided homes (25:15-A).

In early July, rioting and demonstrations iocked the town of Baku in the Azer-
baijan Republic (Figure 1) leaving hundreds dead or wounded. Minorities went on
a rampage through the neighborhoods massacring many Russians. Denands for
better protection of Russian nationals and general outiage in the Russian Republic

toppled the moderates currently in power. Thie liardliners, with tacit support from
the military, took over the Soviet government. The military moved into Azerbaijan

with several divisions of armor and infantry and declared a state of emergency. Mar-
tial law was instituted to crush the rebellion. The militaiv move did not pacify the
Republic, instead it only seemed to ignite the smoldering nationalistic fury of the

people. Iran accused the Soviet government of atrocities against minodities in Azer-
baijan. The Soviets, in turn, accused Iran of subversive activities in the Republic.
Denunciations between the two count ies became harsher and more strident.
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Figure 1. Map of Iran and Surrounding Areas

US reconnaissance satellites showed several Soviet divisions massing on the Ira-

nian border. The President passed 3n urgent message to the Soviets urging restraint.

The intelligence was also shared with the Iranians through indirect channels. Al-

though improving, ti t CS relationship with Iran can not be construed as warm and

the warning was dishb -.. :.d. The US military was place' ii, a high state of readiness

and began preparin- contingency plans for different m..,nab of containing the possible

Soviet expansion. Intelligence sources (lid not believe an attack was imminent but

the whole episode was intended to convince other So -iet republics of the % igor and

strength of the central government despi; 4 the decline of the Gorbachev years. It was

also believed that the Kremlin saw the move into Azerbaijan as a means of unifying

the Russian people, and as a means of regaining some of the political control lost in

the moderate years.

On 1 August 2010, Soviet. divisions roll across the Iranian border. Resistance

was scattered and light. By the third day, the Soviet theater comrnandcr had es-

tablished his he,,dquarters in Tehran. The Soviet Union proclaimed an Azerbaijani

state carved from the the northwest corner of Iran and immediately recognized the

puppet government it had installed in the new country. The Iranian leadership had

fled south to Alivaz and requested help from the United Nations. Due to the So-

viet veto in the Security Council, the UN vas hamstrung and unable to offer tny

assistance to Iran. The Iranians turned to the US for assistance.
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The US Congress authorized the President to unilaterally begin an immediate

airlift of men and materiel to the Persian Gulf coastal city of Bandar-e-Shahpur. An

immediate defensive perimeter was established around the nearby oilfields and tile

wait began as the American commander awaited the resuppl3 effoit to provide him

with a credible fighting force. The President stated the US goals as the removal of all

Soviet forces from Iran and the reestablishment of the pre-invasion Iranian borders.

The Kremlin reacted indecisively. Apparently, the Soviets did not believe tile

US would respond with a military option to their invasion. The Soviet military had

watched the reduction in US forces in the 1990's and did not believe the US had

the capability to attempt what had been accomplished in 1990 against htq. Several

weeks passed as the Soviet High Command weighed the options and the Politburo

attempted to bluff the US into accepting the new country of Azerbaijan. The Tudeh,

the Iranian Communist Party, was established as a puppet goveinment in Tehlian.

The new government invited the Soviet Union into Iran to help overcome leactionary

elements in society and to oppose the US actions.

Internationally, ,,ery few countries in the region were willing to condemn the So-

viet invasion. Most of the countries declared neutrality and prohibited any oxerflight

rights to the United States. Saudi Arabia and Israel are the only notable exceptions

as both countries granted overflight rights to the US. Iraq also explressed a wish for

neutrality, but the intelligence community viewed the Iraqis as an unknown.

Intelligence reports hinted at increased activity at Sary Shagan, Dunshabe. and

Semipalatinsk. All of these are reputed sites of Soviet DEW research and indications

are of a major operational test of the system within the next month. Increased

activity has also been detected at the Soviet launch facilities located at Tyuratam

where the Soviet co-orbital ASAT weapon is reportedly kcpt (10:26).

Currently. the Soviets view tie situation with dismay as the new C-17s continue

to disgorge enormous quantities of men and materiel. The Amciican buildup has

been much quicker than anyone could have ever imagined. American fightei units

deployed to Kuwait and to bare-base airstrips being constructed along the Iranian

coast. The sealift stock is starting to arrive in Iran during the first, wcel, in September.

The equipment stockpiled in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait following the war with Iraq

has already arrived. The Soviet generals decide the time has come to act, before the

opportunity to decisively defeat the Americans is lost.
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Photo-reconnaissance satellites detect the Soviets as they start advancing to-

wards Qom. Intel isn't sure if it is a Soviet bluff or a prelude to attack on American

positions. The President reiterates the demands for the liberation of Iran. He also

affirms he is not interested in striking the Soviet Union but has given his commanders

the right to respond against any attack launched from Soviet territory.

Intelligence reports on the unrest in the Asiatic Soviet republics indicates riot-

ing is occurring to protest Soviet intervention and for forcing a possible confrontation
with the US. Intel believes the Soviet Army has several divisions tied down in paci-

fication efforts which were originally slated to reinforce the units in Iran.

In mid-September, the Soviet Army has consolidated its new position in Qom.

One of the American photo-reconnaissance satellites has just ceased functioning for

no apparent cause. While not devastating, it has decreased the amount of sensom

coverage available over Soviet positions. The replacement satellite has been sched-

uled for launch in approximately three weeks. Resistance cells are forming among

the Iranians and some information is reaching the Americans friom these human

intelligence sources.

During the last week of September, the Soviets renounce the first use of tactical

nuclear weapons. causing tremendous pressure on the US President to do the same.

However, after much heated discussion with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the President

remains silent on the first use issue. A report reaches the President indicating ad-

vance elements of the Soviet Army have entered tile Zagros Mountains and appear
to be advancing toward the American positions.

3.2.1 Military Siluation Gfthe Iranian Scenario. The US forces, as in Mann's

thesis, would be under the command of Central Command (CENTCOM). There

would be a. Land Component (LC) Commander (Third Army) and an Air Component

(AC) Commander (26:49-50). The makeup of the Third Army will be determined at

the beginning of the wargame based on the areas of interest to be examined and the

amount of men and equi)ment which can rea.onlabl3 be transferred to tlme tlheate of

operations. The Air Component Commander would be in command of a tactical air

force. One important addition to the staff of the Air Component Commander would

be the position of Space Operations Liaison Officer (SOL). The SOL would be the

liaison between Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDI), responsible for the

space-based ICBM shield, and the theater commander through the Air Component

Commander.
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Unknown to the Soviets, NCA has determined an excess capacity exists in the

"Star Wars" shield due to the recently accomplished drawdown of nuclear weapons.

A portion of this excess capacity has been authorized for use by the theater coi-

mander. After a careful review of the capabilities of the SDI constellation, the laser

weapons in low-earth orbit have been determined to be the most advantageous to

the theater commander. Unfortunately, the commaldei does not have free reign

with the use of these forces. Before ei.floyinent of these weapons, the commander

must go through the Space Operations Liaison to obtain apl)proval of the planned

mission from the SDI. This restriction presents the problems of mission planning

with a possible disapproval or the delayed approval of specific elements in his battle

plans. Understandably unhappy with the arrangement, the commander begins to

lobby for one of several options. These options include:

Give the Space Operations Liaison operational control and authority over a

specific po:tion of the satellite constellation and place him on the Theater

Commmander's staff.

" Give the Space Operations Liaison operational control and authority over a

specific portion of the satellite constellation and place him on the Air Compo-

nent Commander's staff as a full-fledged member.

* Move the Space Operations Liaison from the Air Component Commmnder's

Staff to the Theater Comnnmander's Staff.

The Space Operations Liaison Officer has also presented the Theater Comman-

der with several possible methods of emnploying tle laser weapons in support of the

commander's objectives. After careful review of the systems the SOL believes the

following options exist.

" The laser weapons can be employed against missiles only within specific geo-

graphic confines.

" The weapons can be employed against satellites in low-earth orbit.

* The weapons can be employed against any airborne target within specific ge-

ographic confines.

" The weapons can be employed against aniy detectable target. surface or air.

within specific geographic confines.
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* The weapons can be employed against targets at specific geographic locations

by programming specific coordinates.

The SOL emphasizes several key points to the Air Component Commander.

First, he emphasizes the weapons would be \ ry effective against missiles and other

space satellites since the multispectral detection bystems were bpeifically designed

for detection, tracking, and targeting missiles and other space objects. Second, the

infrared (IR) portion of the detection systems would be fairly effective in detecting

afterburning aircraft but less so against aircraft with cooler exhaust. The detection

systems radar would be more effective against large formations of aircraft or large in-

dividual aircraft while somewhat limited iii detecting .mallei fighte aircraft. Third,
against surface targets the detection systems could be highi '-riable in reliabilit-

depending on surface terrain, target size, ground clutter,and the target's radar and

IR signatures. He also emphasizes that the geographic boundaries would be kill

zones. Anything meeting the criteria of a target. American or Soviet, would be-

come targeted. The programming of the system currently preclude, in most cases.

identification of friend or foe but the computer analysts are feverishly working on

a way of incorporating current IFF (Identification. Friend or Foe) systems into tile

constellation. Next, he mentioned the importance weather could play. Any cloud

cover or precipitation would rapidly attenuate the laser weapon beam conceivably

making the beam ineffective. While the weathei is not currently a signifiant factor,

starting in November and running through April is the local rainy season. The rainy

season has over 87 )ercent of the annual precipitation occurring during the winter

months. Of course, this is somewhat mitigated h% the fact Iran has an annual av-

erage precipitation of only 9.7 inches (3). Finally, the SOL pointed out the use of

beam weapons against geographic targets would be les. effective ,ince it would be

more of an area fire weapon unless the objective is large enough for the sensors to

detect and target.

The SOI, also mentioned the constellation' current] use- oni detection systems

organic to the constellation. These detection systems. hile good. did not require

the high resolution currently available from photo reconaisance satellites. lihe

sNvstems engineers are currently ; vestigating the possibility of integrating Lhe sln

satellite's resolution abilities into the constellation. With this improed resolution

the targeting of ground-based systems would naturally improve.
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The SOL also pointed out the satellite constellation has a specific priority list

for targeting and attacking specific targets. The specific order in terms of decreasing

priority is:

• Strategic defense against missile attacks aimed at the United States and Canada,

* Self-defense against recognized threats to the satellite constellation,

e .'ttacks against targets as specified by the NCA.

Fhe first priority is the very reason for the system's existence and would not be

lessened. In the area of self-defense the satellite constellation would always recognize

a missile attack against itself. However, due to the close proximity of many peaceful

satellite in orbit, the constellation could be vulnerable tu a space mine attack until

the sterile no-entry zone is activated by the NCA. In addition, the constellation

may not be able to distinguish c "er types of attack on itself. After assuring the

constella -,n's continued existence to meet its first priority, the constellation could
then be directed against targets as ordered by the theater commander.

3.2. /. 1 Soviet Space Doctrine. Emphasis should be on a doctrine en-

compassing all elements of Soviet thought. This doctrine hinges on their concepts for

space control. The objectives of Soviet spae control, according to Soviet 1ilitary

Strah'gy in Space, include

* "protection of Soviet tactical and strategic strike capabilities;

a support of Soviet tactical and strategic operations;

# protection of Soviet and client state territories from enemy threats;

* prevention of the use of space by the enemy for military, poli';ca.l, or economic

gain;

0 unhampered utilisation of space assets to further the Soviet system and goals"

(22:198).

Incorporating these concepts into a space doctrine would result in an aggres-

sive offensive posture of Soviet space forces. While the United States views space

control as only a small portion of space operations dedicated to the piotection of
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national assets and denial of like assets to the enemy, the Soviet Union space control

is looked upon "as all actions required to project and employ military power - offen-

sive and defensive - through space while simultaneously denying the enemy similar

capabilities" (22:197). Obviously the Soviets are dedicated to using space to their

own advantage.

3.2.1.2 US Space Doctrine. As previously stated, US Space Doctrine

will most likely hinge on the mission of space control and the use of an ASAT capa-

bility and a missile defense system to accomplish this mission. US Space Doctrine

will also rest upon a centralized command authority and will be dependent upon a

robust launch system to build and maintain the capability necessary for this doc-

trine (24:24).

3.2.2 Goals and Assumptions Behind the Scenario Design. This scenario has

been designed with several key assumptions to help reach the des'red goals previ-

ously mentioned. These assumptions allow the user to get a clearer picture of the

possible interactions between space based weapons and the corventional battlefield

and a deeper understanding of the possibilities inheient in the military use of space.

The assumptions also prevent the wargame from exceeding the desired bounds of

interactions by placing natural restrictions on possible occurrences which may not

be beneficial to the desired learning experience.

The very first assumption at the beginning of the scenario pits the US and tile

USSR in an asymmetric opposition. The US has a space-shield and the USSR does

not. This limits most of the interactions of the space weapons to the immediate bat-

tlefield which is the scope of this model. \Without this assumption the model would

probably degenerate into a battle foi :,pace contiol between competing SDI systems

with very little interaction with surface-based theater forces. Additionally, the sce-

nario is restricted to a primarily bipolai confrontation which immen.sely simplifies

doctrinal, and allied command and control issues.

While command and control issues are simplified since additional counti ies do

not have to be include in the command structure, othel command and control issues

can be studied in greater detail due to the initial setup of the SOL advising the Air

Component Commander. This allows the studs of issues concerning the efficacy of

requiring mission approval by the SDI and the possibly longet lead times required
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and the probability of mission requests being denied. The listed options to changing

the structure allows the exploration of other possible command structure options.

In addition to command and control issues, the scenario implicitly limits the use

of strategic nuclear weapons and prevents the escalation to global warfare. However,

the scenario allows the possible exploration of possible tactical use of nuclear weapons

on the battlefield. Although the scenario does allow the possibility of escalation to

theater nuclear weapons there is enough leeway built into the scenario to permit the

wargame control group the option of denying nuclear weapons at the theater level.

The realistic consideration of nuclear options, even if denied by the control group,

contributes to a serious evluation of such options while enhancing the icalistic feel

of the wargame.

The scenario is also designed to give the participants enough information to

begin considering possible employment options of the space-based laser weapons.

The scenario also implies certain vulnerabilities in the satellite weapons constel-

lation both in target detection and acquisition, and to outside attack from other

sources. These other sources may also have played a part in the destruction of the

photo-reconnaissance satellite but the evidence is not concrete. If the Soviet laser

weapons are active then the control group can inform the US player of ,vhen and

where (near one of the Soviet ground-based DEW systems) the failure occurred.

Preferably this information will be given only if the American player thinks to ask

for it. Conversely, if the Soviet DEW systems are not included, the control group

can give an arbitrary location of the failure. This flexibility allows the sowing of

certain elements of uncertainty in the planning process. Even if Soviet DEW sys-

tems are not included, the scenario should force the American foices to consider the

possibility. An important point to remember is if the photo-ieconnaissance satellite

is destroyed by Soviet forces clandestinely, then the satellite must be destroyed by

the DEW system. The Soviet co-orbital ASAT system takes several orbits to destroy

its chosen target. Far too many other sensors exist wolId-wide which would allow

the detection of the ASAT throughout its interception flight.

With these scenario assumptions understood by the control group and implic-

itly, even if incompletely, understood by the players. then a much more realistic

wargame within the defined boundaries should result.
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IV. Model

4.1 Introduction

A credible combat model needs to portray a reasonable approximation of com-

bat. The model must be able to take the players' input, run the combat simulations,

and provide a credible output. This credible output becomes the basis for the next

round of inputs. With appropriate scenario design and proper modeling of the com-

bat processes, SWATTER will give a reasonable and credible approximation of the

internally modeled combat processes.

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the basic modeling processes and lay

the foundation for SWATTER design. A brief description of the land and air battle

is necessary and will be followed by the SWATTER environment. Finally, the issues

of the space battle and its interaction with the surface entities will be covered.

4.2 Land Battle

The SWATTER land battle, building on the work accomplished by Capt. Mar-

lin Ness (29) and Capt. Mann (26), is fairly representative of most land combat

simulations. In the Ness model, all ground units move on a hex based terrain. The

Ness land model assigned different values within the hexes which affects the move-

ment rates of the ground forces. These values were chosen to represent weather,

terrain within the hex, and obstacles moving through the hexsidc. Support units

are also represented add to the combat strength of the combat units. Ness added

methods for incorporating logistics and intclligencc functions within the land battle.

Finally, Ness linked the firepower index, the relative measure of power a. unit can

bring into combat, to the hex effects. Mann created the mathematical relationship.s

for weapons to be able to attrite the individual units within an entit3 (26:54). This

linking allows the interaction of spccific weapon systcms (aircraft in Mann's case and

space-based DEWs in the case of SWATTER) on the entity. In other words, if an

aircraft (or spacecraft) destroys several tanks then this destruction should result in a

lowering of the firepower index or any other indexes which may apply in each specific

attack. While such a method was not necessary within Ness's model, since it was
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Figure 2. Ground hexes nested within an air hex

dependent primarily upon attrition equations for comIbat resolution, buch a method

is required due to -the highly precise application of firepowier by the relatively fcw

weapon systems as represented by air or space platforms.

4.3 Air Battle

Mann also added a means of incorporating air-to-air combat and air-to-ground

combat into his wargame through the use of nested hexes. The high speed of airci aft

required a much larger hex for the representation of movement and combat through

the theater. The air hex consisted of seven ground hexes nested inside (I cf. Figure 2).

One ground hex is 25 kilometers wide (distance is measuied betWeen parallel sides. iii
other words across the flats) and one air hex is three ground hexes wide (26:57-58).

In addition, Mann developed seven layers of altitudce hexes. The addition of

altitude increases the many possible methods of employing weapon systems and

Mann developed the suitable linkages for modeling attrition of; aircraft by aircraft,

surface forces by aircraft, and aircraft by surfa e forces. The method of attrition
used by SWATTER is explained later and is a modification of Mann's method. The
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air hexes and their associated altitudes are integrated into SWATTER but will be

modified. The hex layers proposed by Mann include:

1. terrain,

2. tree top altitude from 0 to 61 meters (m) relative to the surface,

3. low altitude from 61 to 610 m,

4. medium altitude from 610 to 3,048 m,

5. high altitude from 3,048 to 9,144 m,

6. very high altitude, from 9,144 to 30,480 in, and

7. space from 30,480 in and up(26:59-60).

For the purl)ose of SWATTER several of these altitude layers can be combined
into a smaller number since the tremendous distances involved when firing a DEW
will have no overall effect upon these altitude hexes. SWATTER only requires five

altitude blocks and accomplishes this through the consolidation of teriain and tiee

top top hexes together with the low altitude hex.

Mann incorporated the use of resource holders into the model to represents

airbases, depots, missile bases, and staging areas for the model (26:62), these lesource

holders are the target entities for the air battle and supply the required weapon
systems and support equipment for the air battle.

4.4 Environment

SWATTER is designed to interact with the wargame environment of the model.

The previously discussed models include ground and air hexes, but a clock mechanism

is also included. This clock allows the mission segments to take place and also allo%b
the scheduling of atmospheric phenomena to simulate changing 'Meatlher conditions.

4.4.1 Clock. Mann improved upon the clock used in Ness model by dividing
the original day/night cycle into two hour increments (26:55 -56). The biggest reason

for dividing the timne cycle is to allow the planning of subsequent missions (26:.56).

This allows the orderly and sequential planning necessaIIy for missions which call for
aircraft surgcs, preemptive missions, strike missions, and battle darnage assessnient

(BDA) following the strikes. Another possible method would be to uniformly assign
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missions throughout the time blocks within the mission cycle (26:56). SWATTER

can use either method but the planning phase method would be more realistic since

-it would require the input of a specific time for attack and would more closely

model reality. To more fully integrate SWATTER, the time increments could be

further subdivided into minutes or seconds to allow a more realistic interaction of

the constellation against space targets. If the realism unnecessarily complicates and

slows clown the wargame the longer increments can still be used and an aggregate

probability for killing space targets could also be used.

44.2 Weather. Mann's model portrays the use of weather and weather effects

based on definitions of good, fair, or poor. In addition, his model addresses daytime

and nighttime issues (26:57) of visibility, etc. While SWATTER addresses these

issues in a similar manner, some differences will have to be covered.

4.4.P.1 Atmospheric Effects. Mann's proposal lumps weather into three

categories; good, fair, and poor. (These weather conditions will be defined in a later

chapter for the purposes of SWATTER.) While these categories are sufficient for land
warfare, he failed to address some of the issues facing both aircraft and space-based

DEWs.

For aircraft, cloud ceilings (measured from the ground) and cloud tops must

be included. A ground hex may have poor weather due to fog but the air hex

directly above may have good wcather which would allow air combat. Alternatively.

a medium altitude hex may have poor weather but the low altitude, tree top, and

terrain hexes would have good weathei allowing a multitude of low altitude missions.

The inclusion of ceilings and cloud tops allows the determination of which missions

are affected by the weather.

The weather and the hexes they" are located in could affect bot.h target de-
tection and fire (by the DEWs) against those targets. Laser weapons fired through

weather would attenuate quite rapidly due to absorption and dispersion. Ob% iously,

lie amount of cloud cover would play an important factor in modeling the target

acquisition and destruction process. SWATTER assumes a. weather factor of poor

assigned to a hex indicates a complete ,loud overcast (or undercast when viewed

from above) condition. In such cases, the only detection process which may be able

to penetrate this weather is a radar detection process. However, radlal would also
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suffer some attenuation effects. SWATTER would not be able to fire into or through

a hex with a poor designation. However, insufficient information exists for detection

and targeting in the good and fair designated hexes.

As an improvement, SWATTER adds the types of cloud cover modeled in

each hex. SWATTER uses the Federal Aviation Administration's and the National

Weather Service's definitions for different levels of cloud cover. These terms and

definitions are:

clear C.)ver is less than 10 percent of the sky (1:144).

scattered Cover is from 10 percent to less than 50 percent of the sky (1:144).

broken Cover is from 50 per cent to less than 90 percent of the sky (1:1,4).

overcast Cover is from 90 percent to 100 percent of the sky (1:144).

Weather in the model is a dynamic and changing variable. The beginning sce-

nario weather is input into the model and allowed to simulate drift. SWATTER will

build on this dynamism by using a random numbei draw from a uniform distribu-

tion to simulate the changing character of cloud cover over time and to introduce an

additional element of uncertainty into the process. As a default mcchanism, where

the weather is not designated, the default value for the hex will be clear.

4.4.2.2 Daytime or Niqhttime. Detection by visible light sensors is en-

hanced during daylight hours, while IR sensors are degraded due to the reflected

background radiation. During nighttime detection the reverse is true, IR sensors are

enhanced by the removal of background radiation while visual sensors are degraded.

Although the atmosphere has small changes in transmission properties due to thc

day/night cycle. these properties will be ignored. That is, SWATTER assumes radar

is unaffected by the day/night cycle.

4.42..3 Space flexes. Mann's thesis proposes the use of space hexes for

movement of satellites. \'hille hcxes may be appropriate for use by the reconnais-

sance satellites en- isioned by Mann, the dispersion, numbers, and slieer speed (a

satellite in low-earth orbit travels around the globe in approximately ninety min-

utes for an apparent ground velocity of over 18,000 knots) precludes a hex system

for a constellation of DE\Vs and their supporting satellites. The .shei niagnitude
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of tracking the placement of all the satellites required would become computation-
ally intensive and significantly affect the playability of the wargame. SWATTER

proposes the use of an initiall homogeneous entity not directly represented on the
map. Once this homogeneous entity is defined the spacing between orbits can be
determined, and these orbits with their associated satellites call then be represented
in the theater.

4.5 Space Battle

SWATTER begins with a mission priority already established for the first two
strategic missions. The first priority is detection and destruction of strategic missiles
aimed against the United States. The second priority is self-defense against attacks

on the constellation. Embedded within the second priority is the option of turning on
a sterile no-entry zone for the constellation. This option would heighten the readiness
of the constellation and hell) prevent an attack on the constellation by space mines.
Following these two priorities the US player could prior'tize the missions lie wishes
accomplished and at anytime he can change the priorities to refle,.' the player's
own changing needs. Any mission planned by the US player would have a time
delay scheduled and a possibility of mission denial based on the command structure
in effect at the time the mission is requested. This will force the players to plan
the missions far enough in advance to receive approval before force employment,
or else the attack may be delayed and will not be coordinated with other attacks.
When the clock reaches the mission time (oi the delayed time whichevel is greater)
SA TTER will again check to insure the first two priority missions are not called

into effect. If the first priority mission has to be employed the player-requested
mission is automatically canceled. If the second priority mission is cmploycd there is
a possibility of the requested mission being canceled based on where the constellation
is being attacked. If the player-requested mission is not canceled by this point it
may be canceled by the SDI for other reasons. The l)robability of this possible
final cancellation will be highly" dependent upon the command stiucture in place
at the time of the final decision. Assuming the requested miss-on has survived all

possible cancellations, the target can be engaged, assuming it has been detected and
tracked (if the target is undergoing area fire then detection by the constellation is
not necessary). It is also possible for the theater commander to establish a priority
of missile defense within his theater. This would require him to hold some of his
firing capability in reserve in case of Soviel theater missile attack.
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4.6 Detection

Detection of the desired targets is a function of the size of the target, the

resolution of the detector, the target's infrared and radar signatures, weather, alti-

tude, and terrain. Once detected, maintaining the target contact will be enol niousby

simplified due to the continuous coverage afforded by the satellite constellation.

The size of a target plays an important part in detection in the visible spec-

trum of electromagnetic :adiation. However, the rumored abilities of recolinaibsance

satellites are rapidly making size irrelevant. The reputed resolution of spy satel-

lites in the early 1960's was approximately five feet (7:92). The Keyhole satellites,

reported in the popular press, are reputed to have an optical resolution from two

inches (7:2,t8) to one foot (12:319). Other electromagnetic wavelengths would have

lower resolution due to wavelength dependencies.

The IR and radar signatures also play an important role in detection. Al-

though the IR and radar resolutions are not as great (which would allow better

target recognition if not outright identification) as the visible wavelengths, the IR

and radar wavelengths frequently allow detection where visible light would not. In

addition, certain systems have unique IR and radar spectrumb which would help in

the identification process. IR is extremely effective against targets with a large heat

source such as missiles, and aircraft. In certain cases it would also detect vehicles

on the surface due to reduced background interference (tanks running at. full power

at night). Radar would give a greater all-weather detection cl)ability and is usu-

ally very effective in detecting objects. Due to the size, number, and spacing of the

sensors within the constellation. SWATTER also has a very effective capability for

detecting moving as well as stationary targets.

Weather, for the most part, would have an adverse impact upon target de-

tection due to the blocking of certain wavelengths of the electronagnetic spectrum

(visible and IR) and the attenuation of other %%avelengths (radar). DaN and night

effects are also captured in the model. Radar would remain fairly constant but x is-

ible light sensors would decrease in effectiveness. llowevei, IR sensor effectiveness

would increase as the surface and adjacent air hcxe.s cooled improving the contrast

of hot target objects.

The target altitude also affects detection. The higher the altitude the less the

background radiation would interfere. Although resolution would improv e slightly,
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it would be negligible at most altitudes due to the extreme height of the sensors in

relation to the target.

Terrain would also affect detection. Rough terrain would help shield a vehicle

from radar detection. Foliage could block radar and shield the target from visible

light detection while lessening the IR signature received by the sensor. In addition.

undulating terrain could help mask low flying aircraft.

Due to all these effects, targets can be broken into several categories with

decreasing probability of detection. Furthermore, these categories can be modified by

the circumstances covered in the previously mentioned issues. In all, there exists four

broad categories. These categories are: missile targets, space targets, atmospheric

targets, and surface targets.

The first category, which happen to be tile type most likely to be detected, is tile

missiles. The multispectral sensors would pick up these as thcy were launched almost

immediately due to their high intensity IR signature. Additionally, the constellation

would be programmed to recognize and possibly identify by type due to tile unique

spectrum of the rocket exhaust.

The second category includes vehicles already established in space. These

would not have the IR signature of a rocket unless it was maneuvering with thruster

rockets. However, the satellites would have to thermally control its en' ironment and

radiate excess heat for all systems to remain functional. This IR signature would

stand out in space unless it had the sun, moon, or earth in the background. Visual

and radar detection of such systems would be enhanced if the altitude wa- in close

proximity to the SW\TTER constellation. Radar would also have less background

clutter to contend with in the space environment but optical sensors may have to

worry about background interference from the same sources as the IR sensors.

Aircraft in the atmosphere are in the third category. Generally. the larger

aircraft would have a better radar return and would be easier to pick up visually.

However, smaller fighter aircraft have larger IR signatures especially \%hen operating

with engines in the afterburner range. Weather would be a definite player in the

detection of these aircraft.

The final category would be surface targets. Assuming SWATTER used a

compromise sensor resolution of three feet, it should be capable of detecting tanks

visually in the open. Radar would probably enhance the detection probability while
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IR sensors may be able to detect the engines running. With tie assumed resolution

of three feet, SWATTER could detect most land vehicles. However, this resolution

would prevent the detection of troops. Troop concentrations may be detected due

to increased IR signatures from fires, and vehicular activity in an area. A slightly

elevated IR signature may be detected at night in normally unpopulated regions.

Recognition and identification of troops would be extremely unlikely at this resolu-

tion. Large surface targets like hydroelectric dams and power plants would probably

be easily detected by visible light sensors and radar.

Detection of these target types can be easily modeled through assigning a,

detection probability to each target and modifying each probability due to terrain

and other factors.

4.7 Command, Conirol, and C'onmn.unicaltion

If a target is detected by a single sensor then the entire constellation knows

the same information, that is, if the sensor detects a missile attack then the entire

constellation knows a missile attack is under way. On the other hand, if a suspected

troop concentration is detected, the system only knows the location of a, probable

troop concentration. In other words, the system has perfect knowledge between

sensors at the beginning of the scenario. This perfect knowledge can be put to use

immediately in targeting and commanding the different weapon platfoims for co-

ordinating fire attacks. However. as time progresses and the satellite constellation

comes under attack, this perfect information transfer would probably not occi. To

help represent this command and control capability of the constellation, a global

variable (similar to the one proposed by Mann (26:69)) would be established. An-

other, similar variable for the communication between sensors, the handoff %ariable,

would represent the ability of the constellation to pass sensoi information to follo%% -

ing sensors for maintaining continuous target tracking. Initially, the values of these

variables would be one. As attacks occur against the sensors and tile cotinlaicd and

control satellites, these values would decrease to lepresent the loss of information be-

tween sensor platforms and would also result. in less cool lination behVeen the fit ing

platforms.
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4.8 Firing Capability

In the early stages of the war when all of the satellites are operating at peak

capacity, the probability of the constellation firing should be near 100 percent. How-

ever, as the constellation approaches the exhaustion of allocated resources, the satel-

lites may not be in position to fire at the desired times. The constellation may also

exhaust certain satellites capabilities to the point where there will be gaps in the

coverage provided by the system. Alternatively, the constellation may be manipu-

lated to optimize the attacks at specific times. Several possible arbitrary methods

of representing these options will be presented later.

4.9 Firing Correction

Due to the unique nature of the sensors employed in the constellation and the

previously discussed effects of laser fire, SWATTER will have almost instantaneous

assessment of the firing accuracy of the shots just fired. While this knowledge would

have no effect upon shots fired in volley with the same targeting information (i. e.,

the shots fired simultaneously under SSLSS), the subsequent second volley would

improve due to the system being able assess the hit or miss of the previous rounds.

One method for modeling this ability will be presented later.

4.10 Reserves and Resupply

A constellation of the size of SWATTER would probably have several satellites

in reserve. These reserves are known as on-orbit spares. An on-orbit spare is a fully

mission capable satellite placed in orbit with only caretaking systems activated.

Depending on the system: on-orbit spares may be be brought omi line within a number

of hours or it may take several days for a complete systems" checkout. SN,\ATTER

should have the capability to model the call up of on-orbit spares by increasing

the command and control variable, if previously damaged. o increasing the firing

capability if a firing l)latform had been )reviously lost.

Additionally, the placement of such an extensive constellation as en'isioned

by SWATTER, would require a robust launch system in keeping with the proposed

Air Force space doctrine. This robust launch system may allow the launching of

replacement satellites within a short time of several weeks or months. Alternatively,

assuming the laser weapons are refuelable, refueling missions may be launched in
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terms of days or weeks. Both missions, replacement and refueling, may include

technicians able to effect minor repairs on satellites if the space shuttle is used.

The first type of mission would allow an improvement in previously damaged

sensors or command and control satellites through the improvement of command

and control or sensor handoff variables. In addition, a new firing platform could be

launched which would replace previously damaged platforms or increase the number

of firing rounds allocated to the theater commander. The second mission would only

increase the firepower allocati.on to the theater commander through satellite replen-

ishment. Both missions may allow incremental increases of firepower anid command

and control through repair of minor damage by the technicians aboard the space

shuttle.

4.11 Laser Effects Upon Troops and Equipment

Laser fire upon troops will probably have an immediately debilitating psycho-

logical effect upon troops who are not expecting such fire. Once such fire is expected.

troops will also probably begin taking actions to limit injuries from such attacks and

which may hamper their accomplishing assigned missions due to effect's previously

cited in chapter two. After a time. protective clothing, similar to chemical warfare

gear, would be issued also causing modifications to unit effectiveness. A modifier

to the firepower index of the unit would sAtisfactorily reflect this decreased unit

effectiveness.

Laser attacks upon equipment may not destroy the target but could injure or

spook the crews operating the equipment resulting in a decreased weapons' accuracy.

In addition, lasers may also destroy IR sensors forcing aircraft to operate at higher

night altitudes and decreased night weapon accuracy.

4.12 Kill Assessment

lard kills will be easily confirmed for many weapon systems. Missile- in the

boost phase will immediately blow up or begin experiencing control difficulties ull-

timnately resulting in breakup of the booster rocket and warheads. Aircraft which

are hard kills will immediately explode or almost immediatel. impact the ground.

Munitions supply trains. POL dumps, or any vehicle whose munitions are ignited

will provide vivid evidence of hard kills. However, some weapon systems iia. not
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cxhibit properties which will lead to easy kill confirmation. Trucks and tanks which
are killed in a less spectacular hard kill manner will still be just as dead. However,
the sensor systems will not be able to give an unequivocal answer duiing the bltt-
tle damage assessment (BDA). Some hard kills may be listed as failures as well as
probable kills for the US players. However, the target's owning player, the Soviets,
would know the actual status of his systems after a specified time delay.

Soft kills will be harder to detect. Individual aircraft may not be able to
complete the mission but the evidence of an actual failure may not be forthcoming.
However, if an obviously aggressive aircraft strike package is turned back before
striking, then a high percentage of soft kills probably occurred within the strike

package. Soft kills of weapon systems may be reported as probable kills oi e'ven as
failures to the theater commander.

Sometimes kill failures may appear as a probable kill. An atdak against a
tank may appear to be a kill if the division has just stopped in its objective hex.
However, the tank may have just stopped upon reaching its assigned position. After
the laser strike is over the tank may be falsely reported as a kill but the tank may

begin rolling again when assigned a new objective.

The theater commander could specify how important the kill verification is. He
may decide lie wants unequivocal verification of kills which could result in multiple
kills ,r the same target and woald rapidly deplete his limited laser resoum ces. 01 he
may be willing to accept a probable kill which may result in an incoriectly identified
target slipping through the defenses and completing its assigned tasks. Iowever,
this last option would allow the husbanding of a limited laser resource.

Accounting would be very important in this phase. The computer would have
to track what is reported to the theater commander as well as the actual status of
the weapon systen. )nd report this status to the Soviet commander aftei a suitable
time delay. SWATTER should also allow systems to be killed multiple timesn which
could result in inflated BDA reports to the theatei coninandei 01 oeml pessimistic
reports if killed targets are reported as functional.

41.13 Overall Model Interaction

Before the simulation can begin, SVATTE1R11. requires seveial inputs to function
properly. The data base must be entered foi the different. entities and theii individual
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defense. If the answer is no or the missiles are tactical in lieu of strategic, then

SWATTER moves onto the next decision dealing with ASATs being activated.

Just like the missile launch, if the ASATs ;.re activated SWATTER branches off

into the ASAT module. This module is concerned with representing the self d'fense of

the satellite constcllation as a function second in priority to strategic missile defense.

The ASAT module would come into play if either space mines, direct ascent ASATs,
or co-orbital ASATs are employed. If the ASATs are not activated or local theater

resources are not used, then SWATTER. continues to the theater iriodule.

If SWATTER has not used its firing abilities in missile defense or against

threats to the satellite constellation, then the simulation allows the employment of

SWATTER resources against tactical earth targets. After this final stage of combat

is resolved the clock is advanced to the next time increment and the process begins

anew.

While there are many similarities between each of these modules, there are

enough differences for each module to be covered in detail below.

.1.i Missile Module. The first priority upon entering the missile launch

module is determining if the missile is a strategic attack against tile US or Canada

(reference Figure 4). If the missile is determined to ')e strategic, SWATTER imme-

diately inspects the strategic reserve, those shots of the constellation held back for

strategic missile attacks, to determine amount of firepower held iii reserve. Then

the model immediately determines the ground track from launch Lo predicted im-

pact point (as entered by the missile's owning player) and determines the random
weather effects for each ground and air hex crossed. If multiple missiles are fired

simultaneously from the same launch points to the same targets, this determination

is made only once. Based on the final %,eather factors, the probability of detection of

each missile in each hex of its flight path is determined. After detecting the missiles.

the model examines the strategic reserve, and determines if SVATTER is able to

fire based on the amount in reserve and a. random number draw. If the answei is no,

SWATTER immediately compiles a report on the detected missiles for the US player

and then advances the clock to the net time increment. If S\A'TE1R is able to

fire: prioritization of targets occurs; combat is resolved; battle damage assessiment is

conducted; and, if shots remain, prioritization occurs and the plocess begins again.

SWATTER assumes once the constellation is able to fire, it can continue to fire until
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Figure 4. Missile Module Flow Chart

the target is destroyed, the target reaches its objective hex, or until the strategic

reserxe firepower is exhausted. As soon as SWATTER can no longer fire due to

lack of targets or shots, a. report for the US player is generated with all purported

kills and any missiles which were detected but unharmed. The Soviet player also

receives a report but this report will be more accurate than the one received by the
US player.

If the missiles are determined to be tactical theater missiles, SWATTER first

determines the number of shots in tactical reserve and then, if ASAT weapons (ex-
cluding space mines) have been activated. If these ASATs (excluding space mines
which can not be detected due to being hidden on other satellites) iaie activated, the
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preservation of the satellite constellation takes priority and the theater missiles are

not attacked. SWATTER also assumes the sensors in the constellation are engaged

in self-defense efforts and are unable to detect the tactical theater missiles. If the

space mine module is not called into play, SWATTER generates weather, combat,
BDA, and reports in the same manner as the strategic missile attack.

4.13.2 ASAT Module. When entering the ASAT module (reference Figure 5)

upon ASAT attack determination by SWATTER, the first area examined is the

strategic reserve to determine if any defensive fire is available to the constellation.

The weather variance is again determined fo all non-space hexes entered by the

ASAT and then the detection probability is again calculated for each hex traversed

by the ASAT. If no detection occurs, SWATTEIR moves on to the theater module.

If detection occurs (almost 100 percent for the direct ascent and co-orbital ASATs,

and zero for the space mines), SWATTER immediately matches the targets against a

target list and next determines if shots are available based on a random numbei draw

and the strategic reserves. If no shots are available, the reports are generated and

the clock advanced. If shots are available, SWATTER prioritizes the targets in order

of the highest detected threat and resolves combat, BDA, and target reengagement

in the same manner as the other modules.

1I.13.3 Theater Module. If all other modules have been successfully traversed,

SWATTER finally enters the theater module (Figure 6). If no targets are available

the clock is advanced and the whole process is repeated fiom the beginning. If taigets

are available, the offensive reserve, shots available for offensive fiting is examined,

the weather variance in each target hex is deteimined, and the dhtection process

resolved (area fire targets automatically have a 100 pcicent detection probability).

All detected targets are compared to a target list to insure they are indeed targets.

Once identified as targets, they are prioritized accoiding to priorities established by

the theate commander. Again, SWATTER detei mines if shots are available based on

the offensive reserve and a random iumbei liawx. llowever, this step is bignificantly

different than the others due to the limited number of shots per satellite and the

limited number of satellites passing over the theater at the time. The first time

SWATTER examines the availability of shots in this module, it must also dete mine

the total number of shots available for the clock cycle. Combat will follow with

BDA, and target reengagement until detected targets aie destroyed, o1 the numbei

of shots available are exhausted.
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With this basic understanding of the processes involved within the model, it
is now time to examine the entities and their ,associated data bases to flesh out the

model.
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V. Database and Entities

5.1 Introduction

One of the recurring problems in Ness' land model wvas the lack of clocumcnta-

tion for the interaction of the entities which would have firepower scores, destructive

indexes for aircraft, and sometimes surface-to-airi ndexes. Unfortunately, Ness did

not explain how these values were reached nor how the.e values affected the inter-
action between the entities (26:84). To correct. this problem, a reference system for

determining the linkages and interactions between entitics was deeloped by Mann.

Mann allows the entities to be aggregated upiard for conbat effectiveness and al-

lows the entities to be disaggregated downward to the individual vehicle level for
modeling the effectiveness of attacks on a unit.

SWATTER will build upon the work accomplished by Mann. However, if
SWATTER is incorporated into another theater level model, then some understand-
ing is necessary on how Mann tied individual weapon effects into his aggregate

model. With this understanding, SWATTER will be more easily incorporated into
other models. After examining the basic interactions, emphasis will be placed on

SWATTER specific interactions and the resolution of combat between terrestrial

forces and the satellite constellation.

5.2 Model Representation of Entities

5.2.1 Ground Combat Entities. Ness, in his model, assigned firepower scores

(a measure of the individual units strength in combat) to individual units in a nian-

ner never satisfactorily explained. Mann, on the other hand, tied the firepower

score directly to the relative strength of each unit as measured in terms of "bat-

talion equivalents" used by the Army Command and General Staff College (26:86).

Table 1 adapted from Mann' work (26:87) uses the Soviet motorized rifle battalion

(MRB) equipped with BTRs (wheeled armored per.onnel carriers) as the baseline for
measuring other battalions. Using these values multiplied by a factoi of ten, Mann

was able approximate the firepower scores used by Ness. This listing in Table I is
not a complete listing but a representative sarnple of how to handle firepower score
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Table 1. Battalion Equivalents
Unit Value
Soviet MRB (BTR-equipped) 1.0
Soviet MRB (BMP-equipped) 1.5
Soviet tank battalion (of a tank regiment) 1.6
Soviet anti-tank battalion 1.0
Soviet divisional helicopter squadron 1.0
Soviet attack helicopter squadron 2.0
US Mechanized battalion (M2-equipped) 2.0
US Armor battalion (MI-equipl)ped) 4.0
US Attack helicopter battalion (AH64-equipped) 4.0
US divisional cavalry squadron (AH64-equip)ped) 1.5

Table 2. Armored Division Values before Artillery Support
Number Battalion Type Value Unit Total
,! US Mechanized infantry bn 2.0 8.0
6 US Armor bn 4.0 18.0
I US Attack helicopter bn 4.0 4.0
I US Cavalry squadron 1.5 1.5

Total Value 31.5

aggregation and disaggregation. SWATTEl uses the same system as Mann and is
based on the Army"s J-series tables of organization and equipment (TOE) (26:86).

5.2.1.1 Aggrcgation into the Division Level. Using these battalion equiv-

alents it is fairly easily to aggregate a division level force into a single firepower score.

Using the numbers given by Table 1 an armored division can be constructed from
the sum of the battalions making up the division. Foi examplc, an ai mored division

has six armor battalions (bn), Four mechanized infantry battalions, one air cavalry
squadron, one attack helicoptcr battalion, thiec rtillcry battalions, and one battery

of nultiple launched rocket systems (MIRS). Using Table 1 for the values of these
battalions results in a combined division stiength in Table 2 without the artillery or

MIRLS, which are handled separat(ely.

After the division value is determined it is multiplied by ten for the firepower
score. Artillery fire support is added afterwards as an additional firepower score
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to the entire division firepower score (26:88). This allows the divisional artillery to

remain in place to support new divisions moving up as the original owning division

retires to the rear (26:88).

5.2.1.2 Disaggregation of a Battalion for Combat Resolution. With the

use of Mann's method of linkages, it is possible to determine the outcome of attacks

on a specific number of vehicles within a battalion. For example an airstrike would

attack each individual vehicle within the battalion as a point target. After the

individual attacks are determined the total number of tanks destroyed are tallied.

By using his dibaggregation mcthod, explained below, it is possible to adjust the total

firepower score of the armor battalion downward due to the loss of these individual

units.

Using the battalion equivalent value given in Table 1 and multiplying this num-

ber by ten for the firepower score will give the overall measure of combat strength of

the battalion. Based on the composition of the battalion, it is possible to determine

individual unit firepower scores within the battalion. For example, a US armor bat-

talion has a firepower score of thirty. This battalion normally has 58 tanks (26:89).

Dividing the number of tanks into the battalion firepowver score results in the indi-
vidual tanks' contribution to the overall firepower score, in this case approximately

0.5. If six tanks are destroyed then the battalion firepower score is decreased by

three to a total of twenty-seven.

This linkage of firepower score with individual units within the battalion allows

Mann to attritc the battalion and ultimately the division. This linkage is the same

one SWATTER will use to attrite ground units.

5.2.2 Ai Entities. Mann uses a different system for the formation of aircraft

strike packages. The primary measure of mission effectivcess varie. with the type

of mission. If air-to-air combat is the mission, then the aircraft in contact with

the enemy use their combat capability ratings for outcome detemnmimiation (26:106-

107). For air-to-ground missions the destructive capability of the stiike aircraft is a

function of the accuracy of the airciaft and weapon, target size, and the munitions

interaction with the target (26:107). In addition Mann's thesis also accounts for

many other factors in air combat including electronic countelneii ume., radai search

area, and weapon characteristics. Many of these do not directly impact. SVATTER

or must be handled differently when attacking from space.
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5.2.3 Base Entities. Generally, Mann incorporated bases into his work as

a holder of resources, whether they were supplies, missiles, or aircraft. Mann has

identified several base types. These types are: 1)airbases; 2) depots; 3)staging bases;

and 4) missile bases. A logistics module is incorporated into his work which also

allows for the resupply of these bases. The interaction of SWATTER with these

bases will be explained in a later chapter.

5.2.4 Space Entities. Generally, space entities include any man-made object

in orbit around earth. This will include communication and navigation satellites,

space mines, ICBMs transiting space toward their targets, ASATs, and manned

spacecraft. These entities will all possess similar qualities which are accounted for in

SWATTER. The most important differences between these entities and SWATTER

entities include; the fact SWATTER can directly affect the theater conflict from space

while the otheis only play a supporting role or must leave the space environment to

affect the theater, and the fact SWATTER is able to target these entities using the

following processes.

Generally, space objects will be detected and tracked by SWATTER. Once

detected aid track maintenance is initiated, SWATTER will attempt to identify the

type of space object it is. Using multispectral sensors will allow a high degree of

accuracy in identifying types of ICBMs. Once identification is made, SWATTER will

assess the object against a target priority list. If the detected object i. currently the

highest priority object detected on the target list then SWATTER will engage the

object. If additional resources remain for other targets on the list S\ATTrEIl will

attack the next highest priority. If SWATTEIR is unable to identify the target then

SWATTER will examine the object track and attempt to determine the possible

threat the object poses. For example, if SW'ATTER positively identifies an IC3M as

an SS-25 and an SS-18 is also detected, the SS-18 would be engaged first due to the

priority given the greater threat posed by the SS-IS. If the missiles awe not posit.ively

identified but appeal to threaten the continental US and SW-\ATTER respectively,

then SWATTER will engage the missile threatening the US first before engaging the

other missile for self-defense.

5.2.5 S I4' ft" Entities. SWATTER is a constellation (a grouping of satel-

lites with , common purpose, in this instance strategic defense) consistir.g of n:lit-

spectral sensors, command and control (C2 ) satellites, and weapon platfo D ne. Die
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to the large number of satellites involved and the tremendous amount of computa-

tion involved with tracking each individual entity at high speed throughout its orbit,

SWATTER will be treated as an initial homogeneous entity with the sensors, C2 ,

and weapons dispersed uniformly through out the constellation.

5.2.5.1 Scenario Input. The altitude and the effective range of the

weapon will determine the number of weapon satellites in orbit to give the cov-

erage desired at the beginning of the scenario. In addition, the control group would

enter the number of sensor satellites, the on-orbit spares, and the C2 satellites prior

to beginning the wargame. Several of these satellites may be multifunction satellites

where their destruction may result in simultaneous decrease in capabilities inl several

mission areas. Other attributes of SWATTER must be input, either as a startulp

data base or scenario input file, by the control group prior to starting the game and

include:

* Launch delay to place replacement satellites in orbit from the time of request

to the time the satellite is operational

e The length of time before an on-orbit spare is able to replace a destroyed

satellite

* The amount of time required after a satellite loss before the constellation again

assumes a. homogeneous distribution

* The probability of the constellation being able to fire (discussed in detail in

the next chapter)

* Satellite firing philosophy (S-L-S versus SS-L-SS)

* Whether SWATTER has a sterile no-entry zone around the constellation and

if it does is it currently activated (if not activated the control group can decide

when and if to activate it based on the situation and if the theater commandei

requests activation)

o Whether ground-based lasers are active and able to attack satellites

o Ground-based laser firing l)hilosophy

* The number of shots allowed before the ground-based laser must allow oper-

ating components to cool
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Figure 7. Volley Fire and Recovery Time for a Pulse Laser

* The amount of time required for ground-based laser components to cool

* The number of shots allowed before a satellite must allow operating components

to cool

• The amount of time required for satellite components to cool

The last four items require a little more explanation. Due to the tremendous

amounts of energy placed upon the optics of the weapon system. enormous heat

energy is absorbed. As this heat is absorbed by the weapon system, the Optics ma

warp and the whole system becomes less effective. Once zL certain temperature is

reached, further fire may result in significantly greater targeting inacturacie-s due to

the warping of optical surfaces and damage to the weapon may result as well. The

need for knowing the last four items should be apparent in figure 7. SWATTER

assumes a firing doctrine to prevent these effects.

After these inputs are entered, the number of satellites over the theater, the

time between satellite passes, and the area of the theatei each satellite is able to

cover can be calculated by it preprocessor or manually by the control grou). These

preprocessing inputs are covered in more detail in Appendix A.

After the rudimentary scenario requirements have been determined b% the con-

trol group, the theater commander can make some basic command decisions regard

ing the employment of his allocated percentage of the total consteliatiom. The theater
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commander must decide on targeting priotities, attempt to establish his desired com-

mand structure, and determine how much of SWATTER's capabilities to maintain

in reserve in case of theater ballistic missile attack. Finally, the theater commander

may throughout the game allocate specific fire missions against geographic targets

rather than just depending on the targeting priority list he has established. These

theater commander inputs are cove _d in more detail in Appendix B.

Finally, the wargame will run using stochastic probabilities to determine satel-

lite command and control, detection, hits, and destruction of targets by SWATTER.

These probabilities vill be included in data files with the specific attributes of each

weapon system in the wargame.

5.2.5.2 Command and Control, and Sensor Ilandoff SWATTER will

include a pxobability function to represent command and control of the constellation.

As the C2 systems are attacked the entire system will degrade in effectiveness. With

the loss of some C2 resources, the ability of the sensors to handoff firing information

to the weapon platforms will decrease. Finally, the degraded systems may not be

able to completely cofrect subsequent firings by the weapons platforms based upon

previously observed firinags.

The ability of sensors to successfully handoff to another sensor the tracking

responsibility of a specific target would be a. function of the target type and would

also be influenced by the differences existing from sensor pasb to sensor pass. If no

target has been detected, the haiidoff variable is not used since it is only a measure

of the effectiveness of the sensors to handoff known targets.

Both of these functions are assumed to affect the constellation uniformly. The

handoff factor is constant throughout the simulation and : on11 a function of taiget

type and an immediately previous successful detection. lloweli, the global con-

lnand and control variable will change over time as the constellation ib attacked and

is a measure of decreasing effectiveness due to destruction of tile C2 functions.

5.2.5.3 Detection. SWATTER will incorporate into each target an at-

tribute which is simply a measure of how effectively the sensors can see the targct

in thme open. These attributes should be a function of target size, target reflectivity

of visible light, and target IR intensity due to engine heat.. Factors which would

affect detection are included as additional probabilities which must be accounted
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for. These include weather, altitude, whether or not afterburner is in operation, and

may include day/night considerations.

5.2.5.4 Hlit Pvobability. To determine if a hit occurs, SWATTER will

use a Circular Error Probable (CEP) function to model hits and misses. CEP is

defined as the radius of a circle measured from the intended aimpoint on the target

to the point where the desired percentage of shots will fall within the stated radius.

The most frequently used perce, tage is fifty percent. SWATTER will also use fifty

percent as the desired percentage. Therefore, in SWATTER a one meter CEP would

mean there is a fifty pe,fcent probability that a specific shot wil' land within one

meter of the aimpoint.

5.2.5.5 Target Destruction. Target destruction (a hard kill) will gener-

ally be determined after a, hit is recorded. Since SWATTER is using a very narrow

laser beam, the effects of a hit resemble the destructiveness from a point target

kill. There is no radius of lethality since the laser beam does not explode like most

conventional munitions. This probability of kill would be a measure of how much

surface area of the target as viewed from above is devoted to critical areas such as

fuel and munitions stores as well as target hardness. For example, an iircraft viewed

from above may have fifty percent of its surface area over enclosed fucl tanks, and

carried munitions. Aircraft would also have very little aimor protecting these vital

areas. Therefore, this aircraft would have a probability of a hard kill of fifty percent.

In addition, if the target is hit but not destroyed there should exist a certain prob-

ability of a soft kill (i.e. the aircraft could not complete the mission due to systems

being Jamaged or destroyed). Finally, the remaining pliobability would lesult in only

minor damage with no overall effect. on the target's mission effectiveness.

5.2.5.6 Othcr Consideralioits. Several other areas must also be included

in SWATTER. One such area would be the effect S\VATTE R would have on troops

under fire. Another would be attacks on targets which do not have the ability to

suffer hard kills (including bases, and hardened cormmad lt Luctu es). These effects

will be addressed further in the following chapter.
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VI. Algorithms

With the proper data information and the proper supporting algorithmic func-

tions, SWATTER can realistically represent to the appropriate level of detail the use

of space weapons against earth surface targets. The algorithms are from two main

areas of data processing. The first area is the processing required to input the model

scenario and the restrictions which will apply to the scenario contents. This area

will be known as preprocessing algorithms. The incorporation of the information

required to make SWATTER work is indeed data intensive and requires sufficient

preparation by the control group to make the wargame realistic. The second area of

algorithms is concerned with making the wargame function during actual play. This

area will be called the active algorithms and includes such things as detection, hit

determination, probability of kill, and other phenomena..

6.1 Preprocessing Algorith-ms

Preprocessing algorithms are concerned with taking all available information

on the scenario and inputting it into the system in such a way that the computei

is able to realistically execute the scenario plan. Preprocessing algorithms include

the orbital parameters used to achieve a reasonable approximation of a satellite

constellation and also include algorithms which help represent the geneial scenario

presented to the players. An important point for the control group to remember i6

to simulate the "fog of war" state of affairs by providing incomplete information oil

some aspects of the opposing forces scenario being preprocessed.

A scenario has many options built-in. These options should be determined by

the control groul) prior to briefing the the players. Both the Soviet and US sides

need fairly good information about theii respective sides. H-owever, the information

about their respective opponents would be far less than complete. Although good

information should exist for a player's own side, this information should not by

any means be complete information. With incomplete information, the pla ers can

explore policy decisions which they may not normally implement. That is, the playei s

will examine policy decisions realistically if the possibility, a.t least in their minds,

for implementation exists. General scenario limitations include the policy (Iccisions
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the the control group wishes to represent and also include physical limitations ol
the equipment which the players own. These preprocessing requirements can be

handled quite easily and is broken up into the US and Soviet requirements, satellite

constellation algorithms, and weather.

6.1.1 US Scenario Limitations. The US player has several restrictions built

into the scenario. Some of these restrictions are programmed prior to the game
and can not be changed while others may change during the course of the simula-

tion. Some areas which will be predetermined include theater command and control
structure, political constraints, and SVATTER satellite structure.

Command and control restrictions will be based on the command structure
determined to be in effect at the time. The scenario would normally start with a

SOL in an advisory capacity to the air component commander. This SOL would

provide assistance and advice to the AC and would relay requests to the SDI or-
ganization owning the satellites. However, this structure would prove unwieldy and

would require a specific time delay built into the simiulation before a mission decision

is reached. In addition, the SOL would not have any authority over the satellite con-

stellation at this point and mission approval would come from the SDI organization.
If the theater commander is able to convince the NCA to move the SOL to his staff

then the time delay for mission approval would be shortened. If the theater com-

mander is able to convince the NCA to apportion some of the satellite constellation
resources directly to the SOL with authority to control those resources the wait time

before mission approval would be dliastically reduced and mission approval would

increase dramatically. The type of command authority in effect would be given to

the theater commander at the beginning of the scenario with estimates of mission
delay times and likelihood of mission approval. In addition, the commander would

be forced to plan on resources which may or may not be available in the future.

The theater commander should also be made awaic by the control group that a

change of command structume may be possible (even if fom the particular scenario

it is not). This will allow the participants the opportunity to discuss alternative

command structures.

Therefore. four situations (or as many commaiid structures the control group
will allow) should be preprogrammed at the beginning of the scenario. The active

structure will be flagged and the appropriate delay times and approval rates fo that

structure will be activated until a new structure is chosen.
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Four possible command structures with example inputs are:

* The initial scenario structure with the SOL under the air component comman-
der in a liaison status only could have a 6 hour time delay with an approval

rate of 70 percent.

* A second structure would elevate the SOL up to the theater commander's staff
with a decrease in mission approval time to 5 hours and a. slight increase in

approval rate to 75 percent.

e The next structure would leave the SOL under the AC but would give the

SOL command authority over an allocated portion of the constellation. Since

the need for approval from the SDI organization would be eliminated the time

delay would significantly shorten andt the approval rate would increase. One

set of possible values would be a two hour delay with a 90 percent approval

rate.

* The final structure would have the SOL directly under the theatei commander

with command authority over the allocated constellation. With the shortened

lines of command the time delay would be minimized and the approval rate

maximized due to less opportunity for misunderstandings to arise. This type of

structure could have a mission delay time of 1 hour with a 95 peicent approval

rate.

These values for the command structure are only examples and are diagramed

in Figure 8. The different structures diagrammed are: a) initial setup; b) SOL

advising the theater commander directly; c) the SOL given operational authority

directly under the AC; and d) the SOL given operational authoiity directly uindel

the TC. The values the control group feels applopliate foi the command. coitl ol, and

communication lessons to be learned would be Cnteled in the preproces"sing stage.

As for the political constraints. they would be controlled by the control group.

The control group can allow or disallow the use of tactical nuclear weapons by

representing the NCA as the releasing authority of these weapons. The theater

commander would have to gain a release from the NCA before employment.

SWATTER satelli te constellation structure will require thc most intensive pre-

processing. This structure will have certain restrictions and limitations which wkould
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Figure S. Possible Command Structure
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be in existence prior to employment by the theater commander. These limitations

would be a function of the satellite constellation and decisions determined by oth-

ers when the constellation is first deployed. Therefore, these restrictions will be
determined beforehand by the control group and will be constant throughout the

simulation. These limitations will be explained separately in greater detail later.

However, some of the structure is fairly easy to represent and is covered below.

The command and control structure, and the basic satellite operating condi-

tions and limitations in place at the time of hostilities needs to be enteied prior to the

wargame start. Simple methods for activating and de-activating certain properties

(sterile no-entry zones, for example) of SWATTER must be included. In addition,

certain properties of the constellation must be defined once they are activated.

The control group must determine if satellite replacements made through a

launch capability are to be included in the wargame. If the launch capability is

included in the game then a specified time from the launch request to actual launch

time and operational capability must also be included. Since such a constellation

would require a robust launch capability to place SWATTER in orbit, the launch

preparation time would probably be only a matter of a few weeks, if not days. These

launch lead times could be represented by an average time to launch. Th,. standard

deviation would represent flawless launches which are given high prioiity, as %%ell as

the flawed launches where nothing ever goes right.

On-orbit spare satellites would require a precalculated time to be brought on-

line in the constellation at the desired locations. If on-orbit spares are allowed by

the control group, anothei average time should be included to repie"ent the stcllite

activation time along with a standard deviation to represent the u(.casional ploblel

and the occasional flawless execution. This average time may numbei in the hours

but more likely will be specified in terms of clays by the control group.

A similar idea to the on-orbit spares is the idea of reconfiguring the constella-

tion for optimum rezults. For the purpose of SW"ATTEIR. the optimum (oiistellation

is homogeneously distributed throughout the latitudes it is employed. Ilowemei. at-

tacks against the constellation may provide periods of less than optimuni coci(,ge.

a condition the Soviet players may try to exploit. The control group must indi-

cate the time required to maneuver the satellites to compensate fur losses beforc the

constellation can be again assumed to be homogeneous.
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Certain weapon parameters will be determined before game start as well. One

such parameter is the ability of the weapon platforms to recover between subsequent

shot volleys. The laser may only to be able to fire a specified number of shots

before stopping to allow the optics to cool from the tremendous energies they are

required to handle. Tile time between shot volleys must also be specified to allow

optics a cool down time. In addition, the firing doctrine incorporated by SWATTER

must be input before the game as it will determine the number of shots permitted

at a target within a specific time period. A SLS doctrine husbands resources by

making corrections before subsequent shots are fired by the constellation. A SSLSS

doctrine results in a larger use of munitions but each fire peiiod will have a greater

probability of kill. While the doctrine is determined in the preprocessing phase,
actual shots and subsequent corrections will be covered in the active algorithmns.

In addition, the control group must determine how many shots are devoted to the

theater commander's use.

6.1.2 Soviet Scenario Limitations. The Soviet player also has certain limita-

tions and restrictions. The Soviet launch delay for their co-orbital and direct ascent

ASATs, if allowed by the control group, must be entered prior to the game start.

A determination on the use of space-mines by the Soviets must also be made at

this time. Additionally, the ground-based laser (G1BL) s3 stem must be activated by

the control group with parameters similar to the US weapons including the firing
philosophy, number of shots before cooling is required, and cooldown time.

Two important points are important to emphasize concerning the GBL. First,
the GBL does not have the limited fuel supply space-based lasers have and the

number of shots available are not as constrained. Finally, the G13L does not have

to contend with the weight restrictions of a space-based system which allows the

GBL to have a larger power output and a larger. active cooling system. These two
considerations nust be a (ountcd for vlen deterinii"ng the lasem lestrictions foi the

Soviet player.

6.1.3 Satellitc Conslellalion Algorithms. A better simulation of space-based

phenomena in a wargame will result from a better understanding of some of the

basic relationships involxed in orbital mechanics. The information presented was

simplified throughout by making several assumptions. Thins the o0bital mehaimics

are more easily understandable a nd more imanageable for its incol pm atii into the
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wargame. While these assumptions simplify the mechanics involved, they do not de-

tract from the purpose of SWATTER, the familiarization of future Air Force leaders

with space. These algorithm6 are not intended to provide space txaining. Therefore,

these assumptions include:

" The earth is a perfect sphcre of uniform density and Earth-Moon-Sun interac-

tions are ignored.

* The satellites possess sufficient mancuverability to ignore atmospheric drag.

" The orbits of the SDI satellites are circular.

" The satellite constellation is treated as an aggregate entity with little reference

to any specific orbital parameters.

For local area effects, all equations assume a flat surface.

The first two assumptions allows simplification of the equations required for the

treatment of a satellite's orbital performance. This allows the examination of some

of the basic motion equations without having to account foi perturbations caused by

the gravity of the sun and moon as well as the effects caused by the oblate shape of the

earth. In addition, atmospheric effects do not have to be included since sufficient ma-

neuverability would allow orbital thrust firings to correct foi drag effects. Although

the first two assumptions allow reasonable approximations of the olbital niechanic.

involved, there are other more computationally intensive epresentations arvailable

if greater accuracy is desired using NORAD orbital element. sets (20:1). The third

assumption simplifies the calculation of oibital paramcters and imienselx simplifie-s

the tracking of the satellite constellation. The fourth assumption is higlr impor-

tant since very little has been pul)lished in the open literature on basimng schemes

for satellites with such an ambitious mission as earth coveiage foi piotection fiom

strategic weapons. Therefore, this assumption allows the elit'ire cojistellation to Ib,

treated as a homogeneous ctity. The final assumption simplifies the equations us(d

for determining local area effccts since the cilcumferences of the bphercs involved arc

tremendously large in comparison to the local area. Any errors induced would be

negligible and would unnecessarily complicate the wargame design.

Generally, an SDI system envisions a laver of interlocking weapon.s employed

in earth orbit for defense against ICBMs. There is much ongoing di.,cussion on tie
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correct altitude for deployment, whether the constellation should bc deployed in low-

earth orbit or some higher orbit. Effective weapon range and launch capability may

well be the deciding factors on deployment altitude. For the purpose of this project,

low-earth orbit is considered to be the basing mode foi the initial deployment of

such a system due to the probability of fairly short weapon ranges. This may be

changed later on as new technology comes on line and the significantly increased

booster capabilities required for the launch of payloads into highei orbits becomes

available. Low-earth orbit, while not specifically defined by a governing body nor

universally accepted by all authorities, for the purpose of SWATTER it is generally

defined as an altitude of 100 to 532.3 nautical miles(NM) or 185.2 to 1000 kilometers

(kin) (1:1.52) (34:459). In addition, SWATTER gives complete earth coverage of

selected areas but does not have sufficient firepower to overcome massive ICBM

attacks.

The next issue to examine is that of satellite coverage. Basic geometry defines

the number of weapon platforms required to provide simultaneous and complete

coverage. Referring to Figure 9 the required coverage would provide a defensive zone

or picket fence for ICBMs in the boost phase to penetrate. The effective weapon

range would allow a satellite to begin picking them off as they entered the satellite's

zone of coverage. Finally, as the ICBMs passed through the satellite constellation

altitude they would be entering the zone of 100 percent coveiage on thei wa.3 1.o their

final boost-phase altitude of approximately 400 km and ultimately to thcir apogee

(maximum altitude) of approximately 1200 km (28:25). The number of satellites

required to give 100 percent coverage at constellation altitude is eabil% determined.

First, the area of the given sphere of coverage must be determined using equa-

tion 7. Where A, is the surface area of a sphere, R, is the radius of the earth

(6378.145 kin) and R is the orbit altitude above the surface in ki.

A, = ,7(R, + R,)2 (7)

Next, using equation 8 with lt, as the effective weapon range. the coverage

area. A,.. of a satellite weapon in the sphere can be determined.

= (8)
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Figurc 9. Satellitec Covetae of a Missile A~ttack
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Dividing the total area of the sphere by the weapon coverage area results

in an approximate number of satellites required for the particular altitude of the

constellation and specific weapon effectiveness (Weapon effectikcness is defined under

laser lethality).Combine this with a correction factor of -r/2 (36:250) and this results

in equation 9 where N is the required number of satellites.

4, , (R , + 0R,) (9 )

The correction factoi is necessary to compensate for the fact the weapon cover-

age area is circular and must overlap for complete coverage (36:250). One interesting

point should be known. This numbei, N, provides uniform coverage, but orbital nio-

tion may result in occasional ,nomentaiy clustering of satellites iesulting in highet

densities in some places and lower densities in others. This effect will be accounted

for through the use of the constellation shot flexibility covered in section 6.2.5.1.

Expanding the weapon coverage into three dimensions, it is apparent the

weapon actually covers a spherical volume in space. If R, is less than A, than

the weapon actually has sufficient range to reach the surface of the earth (ignoring

atmospheric effects) (reference Figure 10). However, due to the spherical nature of

the effective weapon range, complete earth coverage of the surface will not result..

The apparent area covered by the satellite as projected on the sm face of the

earth would be smaller than actual area covered at the constellation sphere. A

reasonable approximation of the apparent earth area underneath the xueapo, tiva

would be obtained by dividing the numbei of satellites into the earth's .u face aica.

The earth's surface area can be obtained by using equation 7 and setting Ro equal

to zero. The resultant answer is 511.209.175.8 square km. Dividing this number by

N gives tl,e apparent surface coverage of the individual satellite. Substituting this

area into the basic equation of a circle, of which equation 8 is a variation, allows

the determination of the al)parent iadius of the transposed su lfacc m-apl (_ICum dge

area. Doubling this radius will give the apparent distance be tueen stl.ellite s to an

earth-based observer. Armed with this apparent distance, appaiet sui fa (( velo( it.ies

and times of passage can be determined.

6.1.3.1 Sa lic Period and Appareni Surface Vrhlocily. An interesting

fact about. orbital mechanics is that, the tlime to orbit. tle earih (period) cam be
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R,,

Figure 10. Weapon Interaction on Earth Surface

defined strictly as a. function of altitude when the orbit is circular. Equation 10

defines a period (P) in terms of an earth giavitati onal parameter, jad( wih
in a circular orbit, is the sum of R, plus R0) (4:3.3).

P 1 =1210)

This equation simplifies by using t lie internationally accepted value of :3.986 x

10' krn3/seCC2 for It resulting in equation I I which gives the answer ini seconds (4:429-

430).

I~9.9.52 x 0a2 I

Dividling the circumference of the cailhI by the period and nieglecting erth\s

rotation (a reasonalble aissumption for high inclination oi bits %% lic i% ill be explinited

later) will Yive thec app~arent velocity of the satellite on the sur-face. Aftei taking the

resultant numb~er and dlividling it into thle applarent d"sAince betweeni satellites. as

p~reviously determined, will result in thc time incr-emn-t lbet~ecI sat~ellites. Satellite
direction will be covered under the section on orlbit inclinationi.
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given rocket as compared to a retrograde orbit (an orbit with an east to west com-

ponent). Although launch pad location is an important factor, the most important

determinant on satellite inclinatioji is the intended mission.

The intended mission will frequently determine the type and altitude require-

ments of a specific satellite. If a low-earth orbit satellite is to completely c, 3 r the

earth's surface each clay then a polar (north-south) inclination allows a satellite to

cross over each portiwi of the globe twice a day. Reconnaissance satellites frequently

use this inclination. Communications satellites use an orbit at approximately 36,000

km (geosynchronous altitude) for maintaining oibit over one geogi aphical aica at all

timci3. Unfortunately, a. geosynchronous oibit does not allow the satellite to remain

at one point over the earth unless the point is at the equator.

Based on these basic factors, this wargame design will assume polar orbits

when possible. If a polar orbit is not possible the satellite ground trace will have

a general west [o east component of travel on the earth's surface. Meanwhile the

successive ground traces of the satellites will slowly progress westward duc to the

rotation of the earth. The polar orbits will allow for complete earth coverage while

the west to east component will follow the general prograde direction in orbits with

inclinations less than ninety degrees. An area. not examined in this project but may

be included ii1 further .Audies, could be the determination of any advantages which

may accrue from a retrograde orbit.

6.1.3.4 Partial Orbital Coverages. While complete and simultaneous

coverage is the preferred method of deployment, this type of coverage may not be

the type offered by the constellation in existence at the time a conflict may occur.

Tr1e constellation may not have been completed at the time hostilities began, or it

may not be as extensive due to treaty limitations, or it may not be as envisioned due

lie large cost required in placing this type in orbit. There arc two possil)lc means

io, accounting for incomplete satellite coverage. The satellii.e constellation can be

determined as a peocentage of the total required and reducing the numbei of passes

at a specific location, or a constellation may provide continuous complete location

coverage onmy over a portion of thc globe.

v.1.3.5 Parthal Coveragc Over the Entire Surface. The first option for

determining partial satellite constellations may b used when hiostilities e upt befoie
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constellation completion, or when a complete constellation may be too costly and a

partial constellation is considered sufficient to deter an attack on the United States.

Such a constellation would still cover the entire globe but theic would be portions of

time when no coverage existed at specific geographic locations for brief periods. This

constellation would be sufficient to introduce an element of doubt into the planning

of any offensive strike against the United States.

The simplest method of computation would be to determine the beginning

number of satellites at the start of the wargame and make a percentage comparison

against the required number for complete, simultaneous coverage as previously de-

termined. This percentage can be used as a basis for either lengthening time between

passes or reducing the number of passes over geographic locations.

6.1.3.6 Complete Coverage Over Specified Latitudes. An alternative so-

lution may be to use complete simultaneous coverage over only a portion of the globe.

This would envision a, continuous band of coverage out to only a. specified latitude

both north and south (Figure 12). This type of coverage may be more appropriate

for a limited protection scheme against a perceived Third World threat. Alterna-

tively, this c; ployment may be the result of incomplete deployment when hostilities

begin as well the previously mentioned complete global coverage with an incomplete

constellation. The band of an incomlete constellation could possibly result from

a deployment scheme if it is determined to be more advantagcous (although not

likely) to deploy inclined orbits covering the earth's surface around the equator prior

to deploying polar-orbiting satellites.

In Figure '.,2 the representation of the sphere's area as a band instead of a.

complete sphere is given by equation 12.

A,= r2 (R, + Ro)h (12)

The previously discussed correction factor has already been included in equa.-

tion 12. The definition for h1 becomes clear upon examining Figure 13. The symbol

2 represents the perpendicular distance from the eqcuttor to the end of the zone of

coverage specified by the latitude. Equation 13 gives the appropriate solution foi

determining h.

h = 2(1?, + Jo)sin6 (13)
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Figure 12. Coverage by an Inclined Orbital Constellation

Figure 1.3. Determination of the Area of a Spherical Band
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Using this area instead of the area as determined by a complete sphere allows

the calculation of N satellites from equation 9. These satellites would also exhibit a

more west to east component of velocity than spherical coverage with its polai orbits

would.

6.1.3.7 Sensors and C2 Satellites. The sensors and command and con-

trol functions may be mounted on the satellites with the weapons platforms but are

more likely employed on separate platforms. This would prevent the formation of

high priority targets due to the possibility of destroying several mission functions

with one satellite kill. However, due to deployment costs of a large constellation

with single purpose satellites, there is still a possibility of high value satellites being

deployed.

The sensors would be multispectral with redundancy built into the constella-

tion through a large number of sensor satellites. To simulate the redundancy, the

n'- iber of sensor satellites must be entered prior to the beginning of the game. In

addition, any sensors which are part of a multipurpose platform i.e. mounted with

a weapon system or command and control system, must also be clearly identified.

The command and control systems would be redundant with multiple croslinks

to maintain adequate command and control of the entire constellation. C2 system.

would be responsible for the handoffs butween senbur platfo, ms as their orbit passes

over the theater. In addition, the C2 systems would order targeting priorities and

pass targeting information to the weapon platforms.

To properly track mulitspectral sensors, weapons platforms, and C2 mounted

on multipurpose platforms the percentage breakdown of each type of multipurpose

platform and the total contribution to each mission must be determined. For ex-
ample, assume the constellation is required to have .5.50 weapon platforms due to

the factors previously discussed. In addition, assume the control group decides the

constellation must ha-ve 450 sensor platforms and 250 C 2 platforms. Ilowever the

total constellation is composed of only 1000 satellites. Obviouslh there ale several

multipurpose satellites in the constellation. One method of entering the bled kdowns

for this exarnple is given in rable 3.

6.1.4 Weather. Mann prol)osed incorporating weather into his model through

the use of a preprocessed data file (26:57). A similar method is l)robda)ly approl)ri-

ate for SVATTER. However. SWATTER allows for a little miore dyniamic weather
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Table 3. Constellation Mission Breakdown
Satellite Number Percent of
Type Required Constellation
Weapon 400 40
Sensor 300 30
C2 100 10
Weapon with Sensor 50 5
Weapon with C2 50 5
Sensor with C2 .50 5
Weapon, Sensor and C2 50 5
Total 1000 100 %

changes through generating random changes in the cloud cover, to represent cloud

dissipation and regeneration, within each ground hex. The dynamics of this changing

cloud cover will be explained in the discussion on active algorithms.

6.1.5 Preprocessing Revisited. SWATTER generally requires an enormous

amount of data to be entered before the wargalne commences. This data can be

entered in numerous ways. The most feasible method would be the use of data

files for many of the functions throughout SWATTER. Although, SWATTER does

require the user to generate some of the satellite constellation data based on scenario

limitations and other data, this portion of SWATTER could be handled cuite easily

through the use of a simple preproce -ing software 1 ...ge. This package could ask

the control group pertinent questions and geuerale i required data for use in the

active algorithms. If a preprocessor is not de\eloped, the control group will have to

carefully generate the required data. manually through an ASCII word processor.

6.2 Active Algorithms

The active algorithms are the ones concerned with processing the information

and decisions made during the wargame and iendering the outcome of the efforts by

the players. The algorithms are many and varied and are diiectly concerned with

determining the actions to take and the outcomes of these actions. Many areas of

algorithms need to be covered. These algorithms include batellite movement and

representation of this movement upon the surface, detection deterin ination, proba-

bility of shooting, probability of hitting the target, probability of kill on the target,
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command and control representation, satellite rel)lacement or repair, weapon attacks

on the constellation, weather determination, and interactions on tile previously IIeil-

tioned algorithms. While some of these ideas may include preprocessing algorithms
they are included here since they are easier to understand in context with the ac-

tive algorithms associated with them. The first area to examine will be the satellite

movement and how this in, eracts with targets on the surface.

6.2.1 .Satellitc Movcment. The tremendous speeds associated with a satellite

make it a very difficult task to model individual satellites in orbit while keeping tile

simulation running fast enough for playability. For example, a constellation with a

eapon range of 200 km established at all altitude of 200 km would require almost

6800 weapon platforms as well as associated C2 and sensor satellites. These satellites

are travemng around the earth once every 85 minutes at an apparent ground velocity

of 474 km/min. A satellite in such an orbit would cross an air hex in 9 seconds and

it ground hex in 3 seconds. With complete earth coverage, a satellite in the same

orbital plane would follow the preceding one every 39 seconds. Tracking all of these

satellites. even with the highly simplifying assumptions made, would make the game

very unplayable clue to the increased comfputational time required.

To snplify the computation involved, the constellation is assumed to exist as a

fairly homogeneous constellation. Due to the high speed of the satellites, strips of the

theater ground hexes will be examined for interactions with the satellite constellation.

These strips will be aligned with the flats of the hexes. In the implementation of

Mann's model, the flats are oriented north and south (39). This orientation is the
o)timum orientation for modeling the constellation effects as will become apparent

later.

l)uring its orbit, each satellite tracks, or traces, over a specific ground track.

For a polar orbit these traces run north and south over the surface (Figure 14a). For

inclined orbits these ground traces follo%% a d(igo:jal track on tile hexes (Figure 14 b).

This orientation allows most types of circular orbits to be easily epresented within

SWATTER. The most noticeable exception is an equatorial orbit with no inclination.

Fortunately, such an orbit, has marginal utilit.v when considering an SI)I weapon

system.

A timer will begin at the tine the first. satellite would start to track over the

desired strip of hexes. After the satellite passes over the ground trace a subsequent,
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Figure 14. SWATTER Ground Trace,;
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satellite will pass over the previous ground trace except for the small distance the

earth has rotated to the east since the previous pass. Equation 14 givcs the amount of

rotation, Aa, each location on the earth rotates in km pei second with the latitude,

8, of the location given.

a = cos 5 * 0.465k4m/sec (14)

Once the hex strip has rotated 25 kin, the orbital plane is placed one hex strip

west of the previous hex strip examined. For example, assume b is 630 N and the

satellites are 39 seconds in trail. Based on these number the earth surface rotates

west at 0.21 kin/sec and the entire hex strip moves one hex west after 118 seconds

after three weapon satellites have passed overhead.

The entire theater covers a large area of hexes so it is possible for several

satellites to be crossing the theater simultaneously. Since the satellites would have
the same inclination and would be broken up into several distinct orbital planes it

is fairly easy to determine the number of hex strips being crossed in the theatei

simultaneously (Figure 15). In examining a weapon system established at 200 kni

altitude with a weapon range of 200 km, each ground hex strip would be separated

by approximately 310 kin, or roughly 12 hexes.

Each satellite plane -" .ed in space with each satellite remaining in its l)lane

and revolving in the same direction. Howeverthe earth is rotating and the direction

of satellite movement will appear to change depending on the portion of the orbital

plane the hex is moving under. If Figure 16 is examined, it becomes apparent

when the theater is under the orbital plane A, satellite movement appears to have

a southern flow. However, after the theater has rotated to the opposite side of the

orbital plane (approximately twelve hours later), the satellite movement appears to

follow orbital platte 13 and has a northern flow. The important point to remember

is the orbital plane does not change but the earth rotates beneath the plauie.

Therefore, every twelve hours the ground hex would pass under the same oi bital

plane but the satellite movement will appear to have changed directions. To iepre.scnt

this constantly changing direction of apparent satellite movement, SWATTER will

,andomly chose the direction of sateilite movement, but not the inclination, at the

beginning of the scenario and change the satellite movement direction automatically

every twelve hours. It is important to remember if the satellite orbital plane is
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Figure 15. Multiple Orbital Planes Over the Theater

A 13

Figure 16. Relationship betwen) it Theater of Operations and an Orbit-al Plante
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groud trcethen the next pass. twelve hours later. would have a northeastern flow

Sneteearth rotat~es and the orbital p~lanles remain fixed, the target hex would

passbenaththe same orb~ital p~lan(. approximately twelve hours later. However, the

saeltswhich previously passed over the hex st-rip may not be the same ones passingr

overthehexstrip at the new time. For the samle satellites to pass over tlhc Sallie

hxsrptwelve hours later, the satellite must have tixchdde samtefrcinoal

orbi astheportion of the orbit, the eart-1h has moved undem . R~eferencing Figuire I 6

fora plarorbit, with an initial velocity vrector South and where plane A is the point.

wher thesatelIi te is over the thea ter located at 60"n N. t wel ve hou rs lat er the theater

will again pass under the orbital p~lane at 13. H-owe,-ver the same satcllitc will riot pass

ovcr unless the satellite has completed several complete re~olutions plius a fraction

of an orbit equivalcnt to 2,101 or & of a- periodl.



An important point to remember is the fact that if the satellite is able to pass

over the theater at twelve hours then tile same satellite will not pass over at A again

at 24 hours. This is due to the fact the satellite travels several complete revolutions

plus the previously mentioned specified fraction within twelve hours. In Figure 16

the fraction was determined to be " However, since the orbit from B is over the top,

point A is only "120 egrees, or 1 of an oiot from point B. Therefore, in F igure 16

the satellite would be approximately 60' past point A after a 24 hour wine period.

The only point where the same satellites could pass over the same point every twelve

hours (at least in a circular orbit) would be a point located on the equator.

Due to the fact that satellites are extremely unlikely to male multiple passes

over the same ground point in a 12 or 24 hour time period, a simlpli , tion for SWAT-

TER has been made. As soon as a ground hex strip (which iin reality represents the

orbital plane) leaves the theater, any special chaiacteristics which become absociated

with the ground trace (hex strip) becomes lost after tile trace has departed the the-

ater. For example, any satellites lost due to enemy fire ." othei causes would appear

as a lack of firepower every 85 minutes (for a 200 km orb.i) while the trace remained

within tile theater. After the trace departed the theater the constellation would

assume the homogeneous character in existence at the beginning of the scenario ex-

cept for the difference caused by the loss of the satellite from the constellation as

a whole. Th.. assumption is also fairly valid due to the fact the satellite operators

would immediately begin making adjustm,., -o the constellatioi to miiiiniize the

problel caused by the satellite loss.

The laser weapons can always reach targets in the air hexes which are directly

above the ground hex strip directly below the satellite. In addition to tile hex strip

directly below the satellite orbit plane, the adjacent hex strips niust be examined

if the weapon system has an effective weapon range greatei thin the orbit altitude

and therefore. may have the capability to r'each the adIjacent hex strips. While this

area would be determined during Ihe preprocessing stage. it is easie, to understand

if covered in conjunction with the rest of the satellite movement phase of the active

algorithms.

Referring to Figure 18. the satellite is directly over one hex in the gr'ound hex

strip. Tile air hex is centered over the ground hex left. and directli adjacent to the

ground hex below the satellite. Since SWATTER only uses five altitde blocks and

combines Manns tree top allitude with the ground hex. the only way SWATT'IER
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Figure 18. Weapon Effects on Adjacent Hexes

could attack tree top aircraft would be if SWATTER could attack the adjacent

ground hex. However, for the purpose of the wargarne, SWATTER can reach all

other air hexes associated with the ground hex strip.

The adjacent ground hex strip may be attacked if the weapon range is sufficient

to reach the center of the adjacent hexes. Again referring to Figure 18 the range

to adjacent hexes is easily determined. The distance to hex of interest (hex a) is

determined. In this case. the distance between the centers (x in equation 1.5) of the

two adjacent ground hexes is 25 ki. Using equation 1.5 the angle : from the satellite

to the new target hex can be determined.

, = arctan (15)

The distance (z) from the satellite to the potential target hex is then computed

using equation 16.

sin

The orbital altitude is shown as 200 km and assume the weapon has a laige

of 20.5 km. Based on these assumptions the angle from the satellite to the potential

target hex (a) is 7.125' and the distance from the satellite to hex a is 201.6 ki.

Examining hex b as a potential target reveals 6 is equal to 14.O,1 and z is equal to
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206.2 km. Therefore hex b is not a targetable hex. Because of the extra weapon

range, the preprocessor would determine the ground hex strip would include hexes

o, a, and y ( due to geometric symmetry). Therefore, the hex strip tracked by each

satellite orbit would be three hexes wide. These wider strips would also be under

direct attack by the same orbital plane for a longer time as well. In other words,

an earth hex would have to rotate 75 km from the moment it first came under the

influence of an orbital plane until the moment it left the area of influence.

Range determination to air hexes would have to be handled slightly differently

in the preprocessing stage. The preprocessing stage would use the center of the

altitude block and the center of the air hex of interest for determining the utility

of targeting. The distance would to the air hex would be measured from center

of the ground hex the satellite is centered over to the centei of the desired air hex.

SWATTER will t?' & the center of the altitude block (h) being exavuined to determine

range to the target _'1" hex. Using equation 17 below gives the angle from the satellite

to the air hex.

X

=:,ctaa (17)
Ro - h

Determining the satellite distance doesn't change for air hexes. Once 0 is

determined the distance is again determined using equation 16.

In Figure IS the distance between ground hex o and air hex 2 is .50 ki. Assum-

ing the air hex of interest is an air hex at high altitude, the cent (h) of the altitude

block is approximately 6000 m. Based on the previously mentioned equations, 6 is

14.45 and . is 200.3 km. Therefore. the laser is able to reach high altitude hexes in

air hex 2. However. air hex 1 with it., high altitude block is 100 km away and has

a 0 of 27.3' resulting in a z equal to 21S.3 km. If the satellite was centered over its

own air hex 0. ground hex v. both adjacent high altitude air hexes would be at a

range of 208 km from the satellite and could not be fired upon.

The preprocessor would have to expand the ground hex strip to include the

adjacent air hexes (Figure 19). The tracking of the satellite orbit over the hex strip

would have to account for the fact that when the satellite enters the leading edge of

an air hex strip then the previous air hex strip may still have altitude blocks within

weapon range. At the same time the air hex next in succession after the current

one mail not be within weapon range. As the ground trace progresseb through the
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Figure 19. Laser Interaction oin Adjacent Air and Ground llexes

air hex into the central ground htex, neither adjacent air hex may. be within weapon

range. Finally, as the ground trace reaches the trailing edge of thle hex strip, the

previous air hex strip may be out of range l)ut tile next iccessive air Ilex -strip mlay

be within range.

6.2.2 DelciioL Delc7-minaii'on. Since tile satellite constellation lproudes al-

most instantaneous dletection coverage of the entire theater, typical detctioni for-

mulas which depend on intermittent detection sweeps would not wuik-. Due to tile

continuous detection by the constellation, thle best and simplest methodoloff% is to

use simple 1 robalbili ties for dectection of targets. These roaiiiswould be- s
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signed to each type of target in its associated data file. Each type of target would

have a specific probability associated with the characteristics exhibited by the target.

Characteristics of the weapon system which would be accounted for in the detection

probability would include the target size, intensity of radar return, and IR return. In

addition, several modifiers would be used for determining the overall detection prob-
ability of each individual target based on local conditions. These modifiers would

account for the command and control exhibited by the constellation, handoffs I)(-
tween orbital planes, weather, terrain, and altitude. Therefore, the basic SWATTER

detection equation would be the one seen in equation IS where Pt is the probability
of detection, C is the command and control modifier, S is the sensor status modifier,

14q is the weather quality modifier, 147 is the weather ceiling modifier, Th'I, is the

terrain modifier, Hvty, is a sensor handoff modifier, and Pt is the individual target

probability before modification.

Pdct = C5 W •W T.It Pig + Htyp, C •((C• S •'q ll Tali Pgt)) (IS)

The first half of equation IS is the basic detection of the target. The second

half of the equation takes the probability of no detection for the orbital plane and
decreases the overall failure to detect bv a. factor of the ability of the sensors to

handoff to subsequent sensors. In addition, the status of the command and control

functions can affect the ability of the sensors to affect the handoff of the detection

information.

The handoff modifier Itp, represents the ability of the satellite constellation
to pass information from sensor to sensor and keep track of the targets detected.

SWATTER uses ip. to pass known information on each target between the orbital

planes (ground hex strips) of the constellation. Hty, , is really dependent upon the
type of target being detected. While the range of Iltp, can be from 0 to almost 1,

the type of mission SWATTER is deployed to meet would cause IHt.., to be high

once a missile target is detected in the air. 1-However, limitations in the system and

the mission needs would make 1.,gd on ground targets a lower value while aircraft

would have an intermediate value. These values are arbitrary and care should be

made in their selection. If the value is extremely close to one, then once a target is

detected SWATTER would maintain almost perfect covem age with almost no chance
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Table 4. Sample Data Base for Detection Probabilities
Characteristics T-72 Mig-25
type 0.5 0.7

T1t 0.3 0.85
Ptgt 0.4 0.6
Ptt with afterburner - 0.85
PIeC 0.1 0.8
Pd 0.4 0.8

of losing target contact. While such an attribute would be highly de.ii able and quite

likely in missile detection and tracking, the likelihood of buch a value for ground

targets is slim. This value would be entered in the preprocessing stage as part of

the individual equipment's data base and would remain constant throughout the

wargame. However, until the individual target is detected, the value for Htype is

zero. If a target is detected and subsequently lost, Ifty, is again set to zero.

The sensor status modifier, S, has a range from zero to one and is simply

the percentage of currently operable sensors as compaied to the starting iumber of

sensors at the beginning of the wargame.

While using Table 4 for an example data base and setting several of the mnodi-

fiers (which will be explained in greater detail latei) to specific values, the detection

probability can be determined for several cases. Foi the )urpolse of these examples,
the variables C, S, Wq, and 1,17 are set equal to one.

Based on the numbers presented several detectio probabilities foi the different

equipment and conditions can be determined. The firbt time dt.tection probability

of the '.ank is 0.12. Meanwhile, the aircraft has two possible detection probabilities

based on engine operation. If the aircraft is operating with afterburner (AB), the

probability of detection is 0.72 while without AB the probability drops to 0.51.

However, on subsequent orbital planes passing over the aircraft after detection, the

probability for remaining in contact jumps to 0.85 without AB and 0.91 with AB.

The probability of maintaining tank contact, once achieved. foi subsequent passes

jumps to 0.56. However, if at any time contact is lost, the probability of detecting

targets reverts back to the original probability. If a target is not detected at the

beginning of an orbital plane passage it remains undeted.ed thioughout the passage.
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Due to the ubiquitous coverage provided by the constellation, every satellite on

a specific orbital plane has the same detection and targeting information available to

it. Also, due to the large number of satellite sensors and specific design purpose, the
entire constellation can function in the same manner as a synthetic aperture radar

and provide basic velocity, heading, and altitude information as well as identify some

types of weapon systems.

The process for identifying a target is quite simple. There are several levels

of target recognition. In increasing degree of information, these lemels are: cueing

information, detection, classification, recognition, and identification (16:4-1 - 4-2).

"Cueing information provides the approximate location for further search.
Detection means that an observer decides that an object in his field of
view has military interest. Classification occurs when the observer is able
to distinguish broad target categories. Recognition allows discrimination
among the finer classes of target. Identification provides precise target
identity." (16:4-1 - 4-2)

SWATTER starts the identification process at the classification level. If SWAT-

TER has detected a target, then sufficient information exists from the basic param-

eters of airspeed and altitude to determine whether they are land vehicles, aircraft,

or missiles. The first time a target is detected, the probability of recognition (Pe,)

is consulted in the entity data base. If the recognition attempt is successful (fighter

aircraft or armored vehicle in the example given), then an attempt at type identi-

fication (T-72 or Mig-25) is made. The data base is again consulted to determine

the l)robability of positive identification given recognition has been successful. If

the vehicle is not successfully recognized no attempt is made at identification. The

next successful detection pass by an orbital plane will repeat the recognition and

identification phase. This allows the information to increase oi decrease in content

due to changing conditions.

After an appropriate time delay (probably many minutes and possibly hours

for the command structure in place, as well as to allow processing time by the SOL

and his staff), all of the information determined by the constellation egarding the

detected targets would be passed to the theater commander.

If the orbital plane is passing over a massed formation or an air package, the
first time detection i; based on the unit within the package or formation with the
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highest probability of detection. If the package has previously been detected then

maintaining the contact is based on the highest handoff factor of detected vehicles

in. the package. In addition, a random number draw is accomplished which may

result in only a portion of the number and possibly types of vehicles being reported.

The determination of the amount of information available for this report would be

handled in a manner similar to the INTEL index used by Ness (29:69-70).

The Ness model uses an INTEL index which determines the amount and accu-

racy of the information going to the theater commander. Each individual unit has

an intelligence index which determines the accuracy of the information the opposing

player gains about the unit. The intelligence index ranges from zero to one with one

as perfect information. Based on the intelligence index, an intelligence filter is con-

structed. This intelligence filter is based on a random number distribution centered

on 1.0 and ranging from zero to two. Based on the intelligence index of the unit,

the filter is truncated on both sides of one to correspond to the value of the index.

For example if the index is 0.7, the filter would be truncated from 0.7 to 1.3. At

this-point a random number draw is made within the new range of the intelligence

filter. This number becomes the factor by which the unit's firepower is multiplied
and the resultant number is reported to the opposing player. In other words, if the

unit has a firepower of 100 and the previous example had a random numbei draw

which resulted in a filter number of 1.2 then the opposing player would receive a

report of the unit's firepower being 120 (29:69-70) which is an overestimate due to

the filter value randomly chosen.

Ness also included different information about the unit based on the value of

the index. If the value was less than 0.4 it was reported as a suspected infantry

unit. If fle value ranged from 0.4 to 0.8 it was reported as an armor unit but with

a correct unit designator. Finally, if the unit had an index ranging from 0.8 to 1.0,

all unit. information was reported correctly (29:70).

However, SWATTER will use the intelligence filter differently. The unit in-

telligence filter will be based upon whether SWATTER has correctly classified, rec-

ognized, and identified the target. If SWATTER has only classified the target, the

intelligence filter would be chosen by random number draw on the normal distribu-

tion in the range from 0.0 to 0.4 (or 1.6 through to 2.0 for the upper end). This

number would be multiplied by the actual number of only the detected vehicles in
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-the formation and the resultant ieported to the theater commander. This report

would only indicate class and suspected number.

If =the target is recognized, tile filter ialues exist from 0.41 to 0.8 and 1.2 to

1.59. This value would be multiplied by the total number of vehicles in the package

(including vehicles not detected during the detection stage) and reported to the TC.

In addition, the report would !ist the recognized vehicles. Fur example, for a filter
value of 0.7 this report may state 42 aircraft (of 60 total v ithin the strike package)

are in a hex and some have been recognized as bombers.

If the target is identified, the filter can assume values frc~m 0.81 to 1.19. Again

this value would be multiplied by the actual number of vehicles in the hex and the

-resultant number reported to the TC. In addition to the identified vehicles, any other
vehicles in the hex of inter,t will be recognized. For example, a filter of 1.1 could

-report 55 aircraft (out of an actual number of 50) made up of B-52s and fighter

escorts.

6.2.3 Ta-get Priorities. Once the targets have been detected, they must be

ranked in order of importance to determine which targets SWVATTER will attack.

The target priorities list is established by the theater commander at the beginning

of the wargame. The first two priorities can not be changed but ar*2 a function of

the constellation mission. The first priority is strategic defense against ICBMs while

the second j. self-defense of the satellite constellation. After these two prioiities, the

theater commander can determine his own or&r of priorities. Since the constellation

immediately knows all detected targets within the hex strip, SWATTER can imne-

diately assign satellites to targets based oi, the priority list. Ilowevei, the length

and direction of the satellite trace across the theater in relation to the following

distance between subsequent satellites may work to the disadvantage of SWATTER.

For example, if the highest priority target occurs on the hex strip at a point just

before the first satellite exits the theater and the second highest priority target is

at the beginning of the hex strip, the second following satellite maN not be able to

engage the second target if it waits to determine the outcome of the attack on the

highest priority target. In such a case, the second satellite will attack the highest

priority target remaining within the hex strip it still has to traverse befoic exiting

the theater.
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6.2.4 General Modifiers. While certain modifiers which are specific to the

detection of targets have already been covered, there are several modifiers which

have a more general effect on sexeral processes. One modifier (the handoff modifier)

was covered which had a generalized effect on other processes and will not be covered

except in general terms in the areas it may affect. The modifiers not previously

covered but mentioned include command and control, terrain, and weather. The

properties of these modifiers will now be explained in more detail.

6.2.4.1 l'eather. The weather modifier is actually two modifiers as was

previously seen in equation 18. These two modifiers are concerned with the quality

of the weather in the target hex and the ceiling in the target hex. Both types of

modifiers are handled differently in their determination but not in theil effects 1pon

different processes.

Wif is the weather quality within the target hex. Basically this quality of the

weather is a measure of the visibility within the target hex. The visibility i:. affected

by the air quality and moisture in the atmosphere. Factors which may affect visibility

may include precipitation, smoke, haze, fog, humidity, and dust. The visibility may

be independent of the cloud ceiling. SWATTER builds upon the three values of

weather given by Mann as good, fair, and poor (26:57). The range of values for

the weather quality would range from zero to one. The higher the number the

better the weather quality with one being perfect weather. Obviously the w,,,se the

visibility, the hard.er target detection is for light sensors. I-iowevei. SVATTER uses

radar as well as liht sensors which would prevent satellites from being completel-

blinded by almost any xueather plhe ome1a. However, radar at. certain wavelengths

can be heavily attenuated by heavy precipitation. SWATTER defines good weather

as having a quality value ranging from 0.) to 1.0. Fail weadher is defined as langing

from 0.6 to 0.89 and bad weather can range from 0.0 to 0.59. SWATTER vses

good as the default hex value if no values have been set in the preprocessing phase.

The ranges have been set to favor SWVATTER's radar detectors wheni the weather

quality has decreased to a less than good rating while at the saue time it allows for

a. downpour's attenuation effects in the poor weather rating category. SWATTER.

assumes poor weather quality hex automatically has an overcast ceiling modifiet a-s

explained later. A weather quality rating of poor autloniatically prohibits laser fire

into the hex due to attenuation effects although detection ih still possible. The ranges
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-have no special significance and can be modified if a different range is felt to be more

appropriate.

To help represent the dynamism of changing weather patterns within SWAT-

TER, every time a new orbital plane passes over a hex with a potential target within

'the hex, a random number is drawn from a uniform distribution ranging from zero

to one. This random number is mulkiplied by the difference between the high and

low values of the weather quality defined for the hex during the preprocessing. The

xesultant number is added to the low value for the weather quality range and gives

the modifier number for the constellation plane currently overhead. 1q remains

constant throughout the satellite orbit pass. A new value is not determined until

htlw next orbital plane moves into range. A new value within the range set. at the
-beginning of the scenario will be determined when every orbital plane passes over.

This allows for the constantly changing variability of weather to be modeled.

For example, if 0.7 is drawn for a hex with a weather quality given as fair, the

0.7 is multiplied times 0.29 (the difference between the top and bottom of the fair
range) and is added to 0.6 (the bottom of the fair range). The answer is 0.803 and

this becomes the modifier, 1,V., used through the orbital plane pass for purposes of

detection and hit probability.

While the weather quality describes the general condition of the weather within
the hex, this description is by no means complete. A significant factor for many

types of weapon systems, espccially SWATTER. would be the cloud cover. It is

-not uncommon for the weather to have excellent visibility while at the same time

having a. low ceiling of overcast clouds. Unfortunately. while the visibility would

allow SWATTER to have a high probabilities of detection and hitting the target.

the cloud cover above the target could significantly impact these l)rol)abilities.

Therefore, SWATTER has incorporated the standard FAA definitions of ceiling

types directly into the weather ceiling modifier. VV. SWATTER will use the ceiling of

the hex as defined in the preprocessor and again use a random uniform number draw

to determine the amount of ceiling in the target hex for the satellite orbital pass. The

values used are based on the definitions given for ceilings in a previous chapter. These

values must be modified for use within SWATTER to give the accurate representation

of what, SWATTER would encounter. For example, a clear sky has less than 0.1

cloud cover. To determine the probability of S\VATTER seeing through such a

layer, the ceiling coverage must be subtracted from one. In the case of a clear sky,
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Figure 20. Weather Effects in Adjacent flexes

the probability of SWATTER. seeing through the cloud cover would range from 0.91

to 1.0. This number would then be modified by the random number draw as IV. was

and the resultant number would be the weather ceiling modifier, 1V. This modifier
is also used in determining the probabilities of detection and hitting the target. If
the ceiling is not defined the default ceiling is clear except in cases of poo veathor

quality. If the ceiling in a hex is undefined and the weather quality is poor then the

ceiling default value will be overcast.

While the determination of weather modifiers is fairly straightforward and

simple to use for constellatioi, orbital planes looking straight down. the times when

SWATTER is able to reach adjacent hexes would seem to be be complicated by
weather located in different altitude hexes which may interfere the ability of SWAT-

TER to detect and hit potential targets. In Figure 20. which is not to scale for picture

clarity, this potential problem appears to bc immediatek clear. For example, if the

satellite trace is located at position two and is able to icach possible targets in hexes

A, B, C, and D, it is immediately obvious the weather in hexes E and F may be

a barrier to detection and the laser weal)on. While position two appears to have a

clear shot at D. weather in the adjacent target's air hexes at an altitude greater th; 11
the target will always interfere with S\VATTER.
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Table 5. Target Anales versus Weather Angles
pOS. OA OD JALF 1  /LF2 A6F3  ZAOFp4

1 20.570 32.01 17.40 17.61 18.130 20.230
2 14.040 26.57 10.650 10.78 11.120 12.470
3 7.130 20.57 3-590 3.63 3.750 4.220

To prove the adjacent weather is always a barrier, the air hexes with altitudes

greater than the target hex vill be examined. If the angle, Ab, from the satellite

to the nearest bottom corner and to the farthest upper corner of the altitude hex

includes , to the target, weather is a factr which must be accounted for. Table 5

uses equation 17 to determine the lower bound of A for each altitude block ovet

ground hexes A and D from satellites located at positions 1,2,and 3. The angle 0

is compared against these angles and it is immediately apparent when f is more

than the A5 then weather effects must be accounted for. An important difference

when using equation 17 occurs during this determination however. The weather is

assumed to exist in the entire air hex (only the ground hex if the weather is in the

terrain hex) at the altitudes specified in the weather data base and the distance x is

determined from the center of the hex strip of the satellite trace to the edge of the

weather hex. Additionally, if the satellite is in the same hex stack as the the weather

air hex, then A6 is measured from the high corner weather altitudes of the air hex

(El and F2). If the angle b to the target does not fall within the angle determined

for the weather effects, then weather effects other than good and clear do not have
to be accounted for.

6.2.4.2 Command and Control. The command and control modifier is

a measure of the effectiveness of the system as a whole. With SWATTER. in perfect

working order the modifier is set equal to one. As attacks against the system occur.

any attacks against the C2 satellites results in a decrease in the control effectiveness

of t-e entire constellation. The simplest method for determining this modifier would

be to use straight percentages. Por example, when using 100 satellites devoted to

C' and an attack on the constellation destroys two of these s,tt'llites the command

and control modifier w(,uld be decreased to 0.98. If the system is considered to have

extensive crosslinking capability with the result that losses affect. the constellation
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Table 6. Sample Terrain Modifiers for Altitude
altitude value
low 0.7
medium 0.85
high 0.95
very high 1.05
space 1.15

in a significantly smaller increment, other methods may bc used similar to the ones

detailed later in the section on shooting probability.

6.2.4.3 Terrain. The terrain can affect the probability of locating a

target as well as hitting the target. The rougher the terrain the greater the likelihood

of not detecting the target. A tank moving through mountainous terrain is much less

likely to be detected than one moving across open plains. Therefore. to incorporate

SWATTER into a wargame the terrain modifier used for surface movement should be
linked to the terrain modifier used by SWATTER. These modifiers would be entcred

during the preprocessing plhase for the terrain data base.

However, this terrain modifier should only apply to targets on the surface and

at treetop level. As the target noves away from the surface, the terrain on the

surface has a significantly smaller effect on detection probabilities and no effect on

the probability of hitting the target. For the purpose of S\VATTER, if the target

is above tree-top level, then the terrain hex modifier is not used but an altitude

modifier is used in its place. This altitude modifier can be assigncd during the

preprocessing phase and is a simple measure of the effectiveness of S\WATTER at

different altitudes. Increasing values from low-altitude to space would be uscd to

reflect the ability of SWATTER to operate in different enVironments. The value

can exceed one in the areas where SWATTER may excel in target. detection and

destruction. One sample array is shown in Table 6.

6.2.5 Constellation Shot Probability. In the early stages of the conflict the

constellation will be able to fire at will. Hlowever, as time passes and shot aic used or

satellites are destroyed, having satellites with firing volleys available over the desired

target area will become less and less likely. Additionally, the cooling time required
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for a satellite weapon may only allow a certain number of shots by a satellite while

its orbital plane is in theater.

6.2.5.1 Constellalion Shot Flexibility. l)uring the preprocessing stage

the number of shots available to the theater commander was determincd as a percent-

age of the total shots available from the constellation. This number is now converted

into a number of actual shots. The theater commander also has the option of further

restricting the number of shots by reserving a specified percentage of the shots lie

has available for missile defense. This reserve is subtracted from the shots the TC

has available for a final total of the shots the TC can use in any manner he desires.

The probability of shooting at a particular time over the theater is a function

of the number of targets engaged, the time between targets engaged, the flexibility

of the constellation. the number of shots available. and attacks on the constella -

tion. Three possible methods for representing this probability are presented. These

methods are named marginal, percentage, and optimum.

The first possibility examined, covers a constellation which is fairly inflexible.

Assuming the constellation has fired a large number of volleys in close succession.

the constellation would have periods of coverage when the weapon platforms which

have exhausted their fuel and are no longer able to fire are overhead. In addition, the

satellite operators are no, able to make adjustments to the constellation which may

allow the movement of firing capable satellites into position. The SDI organization

does not allow the constellation to have local satellites dip below the capability

assigned to the SDI mission. In other words, a satellite assigned a specific pei centage

of the SDI mission would have to reserve the fuel necessary for thait mission and could

not be taken below that reserve even if the lost amount is made up by a different

satellite located elsewhere in the constellation. This marginal probability could be

represented by equation 19. Pshoo is the probability of shooting, 5. is the number of

shots remaining, and 5,, is the number of shots used. This method requires a check

on shots remaining before applying the equation because, after all shots are fired.

an attempt to use the equation would result in division by zero and 1)os ibly end the

simulation.
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The I)ercentag-,e method of determining- shot probabili t. represents it somewhat

flexib~le conistellation. The shot prolbabilit% is hoiriogeneous% reduced throughout the

constellation as each shot reduces the p~rob~ability of the ixt shot oil it percentage

basis. This percentage method could be used to relpresent a constellation where

the operators are able to to marginally move the satellites to a mxore advanitageCous

firing position or the TC is willing to use sonic of his reserve for a fire mission ini

exchiangre for another satellite's capaibility being used to replace thle used portion.

This is a straightforward method, easily determined wi -%s.own in equation 20. The

term S, stands for the total number of shot-, allocated fol fire missions b% the theater

commander at the beginning of the scenario. This iithod would not require a, shot

check before attempting to fire.

P. 1 (20)

The finial method, named optimum, rep~resents at robust constellation where Lte

satellite operators are able to easil% mnove thle satellites into at firing position filirl%

rapidly, or the SDI organization is williiig to accept somc gaips in their coverage

while other satellites wvould have large amrounts of excess capability in the SDI role.

This robust system is rep~resenited inl equation 21. This equation requires a check onl

shots remaining otherwise Lte constellatioii mnay continue firin- after all shots are

exhausted.

= ..t C (21)

-4

of satellites with a total of 10.000 shots. The SDI organization has% re-served 80O

percent of Lte total for their mission. ThiN leave,- Lte TC withl 2.000 shiot!s- of -thle

coiistellation. The( TC decides to reserve 1.000 of these shiots for iixile defenise. The

TC now has 1.000 shots to allocate ;L%~ lie desires. H owever. he( max no! fire when

lie wants but mnay be limited lby thle fire p~rob~ability schenie ini lace. T'he varions

probabilities for firing under Lte differenit methods is shown inl Figlore 21.

The shots held in reserve are handled in a mannier similar to l iamhing (of Lte

p~rimary shots but based on Lte numbers established for -Lte theater reserve forces
The shots in theater re-serve are dedicated to theater miss~ile derenst- and are only
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Figure 21. Shot Probabilities Associated -withi Different Emnployment Schemes
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used in that capacity. However, the type of probability scheme used by the reserve

units should be no more capable than the firing scheme used for firing tile primary

weapons. If the primary weapons are using a straight peicentage for shot probability

determination, then the reserve forces should use a percentage scheme at best. In

other words, the marginal probability systeln could be used by the reserves but the

optimum system shouldn't be used.

6.2.5.2 Shos for Each Individual Satellite While Over Theater. Each

individual satellite will be passing over ground and air hexes very quickly. To simplify

the number of shots by the satellites as the orbital planes pass over the theater,

another preprocessing input is required. This number is zimply the volleys each

individual satellite is able to place on each ground hex (or air hex) as the ground

trace crosses the hex.

The number of shots per volley is determined by the firing doctrine in place at

the beginning of the scenario. A SLS firing doctrine would only gt one shot off per

volley while a SSLSS doctrine results in two shots fired per satellite ,olley. The t oral

number of volleys is identical to the maxinum number of targets, previously detected

in tile ground (or air) hex, which can be engaged during the time the orbital plane

spends over the hex strip. For instance, using an example of a theater located at. 63'

and a satellite constellation established at 200 km atiLtude, the hex stiip would be

under the influence of a particular orbital plane for 118 seconds in which time three

satellites would pass overhead. If each of these satellites had 3 volleys apiece then a

total of nine targets could be engaged \%ithin the hex stip. If the satellites were also

using a SSLSS firing doctrine then a total of IS shots could be fired at a maxiriumn

of 9 targets during the 118 seconds the ground hex strip is under the orbital plane.

If a satellite is damaged or destroyed while its hex strip is over the theater,

it is unable to fire for the remainder of the time that hex strip is over the theater.

To accomplish this for the 200 km orbit, every 85 minutes while the orbital plane

is over the theater the number of volleys available for the hex strip currently beim

traversed would be decreased by an amount equal to the number of volleys al)oard

the damaged or destroyed satellite. When the next hex strip is entered, the volley

count returns to normal assuming no satellites over the new hex strip have been

destroyed. Once the hex stip for the lost satellite leaves the theater, SWATTER

no longer tracks the specific loss and the overall number of weapon platforms is
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decreased homogeneously resulting in slightly longer times between satellite pabbes

as determined in the satellite movement algorithms.

6.2.5.3 Attacks Against Missile Threats and Satellites. Attacks on mis-

sile threats are handled somewhat differently than air or ground hexes. When a

missile attack is scheduled, the hex of origin and the target hex is specified. Addi-

tionally, if the missile is using a depressed trajectory to reach the target then the

highest altitude the missile will rcach must be entered. SWATTER will assume the

highest altitude is reached at the halfway point between the target and the origin. If

an altitude is not specified, SWATTER will assume a maximum range missile shot

was made and a 45' trajectory will be used for determining the altitude of the missile

shot.

Using simple trigonometry, SWATTER will determine the altitude of the mis-

sile through each orbital plane it traverses. SWATTER will use the shot probability

for the theater missile defense rcserve and determine if a kill is made. If a kill is not

made, the reserve- shot probability will be updated and the next orbital plane will

be examined. This continues until the missile is killed or until the missile impacts

the target.

One important point to make is if the missile reaches the space altitude block,

SWATTER treats the missile the same way it treats satellite targets. SWATTER as-

sumes the missile (or satellite) is in range continuously until it leaves the space blocl,

altitude. In such a case, SWATTER would fire volleys until the missile (satellite) is

destroyed or leaves the space altitude hex. To represent this probabilit3, a specific

time delay (perhaps five or less seconds) would have to be incorporated between

volleys for damage assessment and fire control procedures.

6.2.6 Taiet flit Probability. SWATTER uses a circular error of l)rol)ability
(CEP) derived from a circular normal distrib1 ution foi detei mining if a .elected taiget

is hit. The probability of measure for the CEP in SWATTIER. is 30 percent. In othe;

words, 50 percent of the rounds fired by SWATTER1 will land within a circle of radius

R from the aimpoint used. ])ARCOM-P 706-101 was used to derive the CEIP from the

circular normal distribution. Equation 22 is the circular normal distribution (17:13-

7) where x and y are distances offset from the taiget and a is the standard deviation

of the round.
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1 11±2___2
f(XY) = e (22)

To get the CEP of 0.5 equation 22 must be integrated and set equal to 0.5.

By transforming the equation into polar coordinate form the resulting equation is

in terms of distance r from the aimpoint and the standard deviation. Equation 23

is shown below in its final form with the probability of a round landing within R

distance equal to 0.5.

-R

P(R) = 1 -2= 0.5 (2:3)

Solving for an K valuc for a. 50 percent CEP results in equation 24 (37:37).

R 2 = -2a2 In1
2

= 1.386294a 2

R = 1.177410u (24)

In other words fifty percent of the rounds fired will land within a. circle of radius

R based on the weapon's standard deviation of a multiplied by 1.17741.

To determine the probability of a. single shot hitting a circular target, equa-

tion 23 becomes an unknown probability of hit in terms of the radius, r, of the target

and a of the weapon system. The result is expressed in equation 25.

Phit = 1 - -- (25)

If the target is square or rectangular the probability of a hit becomes a. very

mathematically intensive procedure. Fortunately. using the Polya-\Vi lii ams approx-

imation (17:14-5 - 14-6). these two problems can be simplified in the lollowing equa-

tions.

The equation for determining the probability of hitting a square target of the

dimensions 2a by 2a. is (17:14-15 - 14-6):
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-2a
2

Phi ea (26)

While the equation for determining the probability of hitting a rectangular of

the dimensions 2a by 2b is (17:14-5 - 14-6):

p,.= [(1 - e)1- e .o0  (27)

Therefore, for SWATTER to determine the probability of hitting the target,

the target dimensions must be known, and the standard deviation for Ghe shots

fired must also be known. Additionally, if the target is in space, aiming accuracy

is increased and atmospheric effects are negligible. For a space case, a must be

decreased a specified percentage (possibly up to one-half).

6.2.6.1 Integrating Firing Doctrine into Hil Probability. Given the prob-

ability of hitting the target can be determined from the equations in section 6.2.6,

the firing doctrine is next integrated before determining the actual number of hits

on the target.

The SLS doctrine is most easily incorporated. SWATTER fires one shot, eval-

uates the performance of the shot, and then fires a second shot with a correction foi

the shot. To determine the probability of hitting the target is a simple matter of

using the appropriate equation from section 6.2.6. The program would then accom-

plish a random number draw from a uniform dish ibution from zero tU one. As long

as the random number draw is less than or equal to the probability of a hit the shot

is successful in hitting the target.

The SSLSS doctrine is also fairliV easily solved although a. little more involved.

SWATTER fires two shots, evaluates the performance of the two shots, and theln

fires a second volley of two shots with a correction factor for thme volley. To dete'-

mine the probability of a hit the appropriate equation from section 6.2.6 is again

used to determine individual shot probabilities. These probabilities are now matched

to a binomial distribution. The probability of x hits in n shots is given by equa-

tion 28 (37:21-22). p is defined as the probability of success, and q is defined as the

probability of failure or I - p.
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Figure 22. Cumulative Hit Probability for Two Shots

P,,(x)= != - q7 (28)

The individual probabilities for 0, 1, or 2 hits can be determined from equa-

tion 28. The sum of all the probabilities represents all the possible events LImd should

therefore, equal one (37:22). A random number draw is maide and the :mumbe of

hits can be determined based on the individual probabilities in a malmer simnila to

Figure 22 and the following example.

Assume p is equal to 0.7 from one of the equations in section (.2.6. The

possibility of zero hits based on equation 28 is determined to be equal to 0.09 while

the probability of 1 or 2 hits is determined to be 0.41 and 0.49 respectively. If

the random number falls between 0 and 0.09., inclusively, then zero hits impact the

target. If thc random number is greater than 0.09 and is up to and includes 0.50,

then one hit has occurred. If the random number is greater than 0.50, then two hits

have occurred.

Once the number of hits have been determined, the kid probability must be

examined in Section 6.2.7. However, subsequent shots fired by SWATTER may be

corrected to smaller tolerances during subsequent shots. These filing corrections are

examined in the next section.
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6.2.6.2 Firing Corrections. SWATTER has the capability to determine

if a target was hit by a previous shot. If the shot mi3sed, SWATTER also has the

capability to correct some of the error factor associated with the miss. The miss can

be due to a varicty of factors. These factors can include system bias (error introduced
by system imperfections), local atmospheric effects, and anomalies associated with

pulsed laser power. While SWATTER can not control the anomalies, it can mat~e

some corrections for atmosI)heric effects and s. stem bias. As previously iientioned in

the preprocessing section, SWATTER inputs include the normal standard deviation

(stated in meters) associated with a single shot and a possible correction factoi (again

stated in meters which must be less than the standard deviation). The correction

factor is subtracted from the standard deviation aftei it has been modified by the

state o' health of sensors and the command and control systems. The correctiol

factor is applied on subsequent shots by the oi bit.,.! trace firing while passing through

the theater. Since weather may change between orbital passes by different planes of
the constellation and different planes may have slij htly different biases, subsequent

orbital planes do not get the correction factor until they have fired within tt.c theatei.

The correction factor is determined in equation 2!' by using tie previously defined
variables of C and S and the correction factor, Orc.

Lo 0=C SaUf (29)

It is immediately obvious if the command structure and/or the sensors have
been degraded the correction factor is less effective. The correction factor can be

applied after the first shot and subsequent shots can no, improve on the standard

deviation for that orbital plaves pass through the theater. This allows the contin-
ued simulation of laser anomalies associated ,.:, a plse! h(.am and continuouslk

changing atmospheric conditions.

6.2.7 Targct Kill Probability. Once a hit h. been secured upon a target. the

probability of killing the target i,,ust be determined and resolved. The lneth..d of
determination varies with the target type. There aie three targct types to con'ider.

These type are point targets, area targets, and arFa fire targets.

6.2.7.1 Point 'airgct Kill Probabilily. Each individual point target type

(aircraft, vehicles, missiles, etc.) has three target kill probabilities assigned in its data
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base. The first probability, Pnk, is the probability of -o damage gi-ven the target is

hit. The second probability, pk, is the probability of a. soft kill where the target is

hit and damaged to the point it is unable to complete the mission (i.e. a tank ha, its

main gun disabled, or loses a track). The final, lability, PAh, is the probability of a

hard (or complete) kill. These three probab-I.di 1 up to a total of one. A random

number is drawn and based on where 0, ,.- within the range of zero to

one the target determines whether the targem i. iled, damaged, or unaffreed. The
reason for separate kill tables for each point f get type is due to each target type
having different armor protection, and dilicr.. ulnerable points exposed to the

laser weapon.

The hard kill will generally be a catastio-hic and easily recognized confirmed

kill, especially for aircraft and missile Iowevcr, for some iand vehicles, the prob-

ability of reporting the hard ki!l as a soft kill (oi probable kill), or no kil! should

exist.

The soft kill represents the loss of some of the target's required systems and

most of these may be reported as a probable kill. A mechanism s]iould exist to

determine if the soft kill is reported as a. confirmid kill or no kill.

The hit with no effect is called no kill. Again a small probability should exist

for calling this a probable kill.

While SWATTER tracks the actual rtalus of each target, the report with the

possible errors included is forwarded to Ohe TC after a suitable time deia.y. In the

meantime, the owning player of the taigets is infoi reed of the actual unit status after

a suitable time delay.

6.2.7.2 Area 7hryC Kills. Area targets are targets which occupy large

surface areas. This type of target includes depots, su)ply trains, airbases, hardened

C2 sites, missile bases, and other possible taigets including dams and powet genei-

ation stations. In general, most area targets can be handled on a simple peicentage

basis of area occupied. This is quite similar to the method used by Mann (26:159-

160). The differences from Mann's work are noted below, with the only significant

exception occurring at hardened targets.

Depots would be handled as a function of the storage area of laser sensitive

materiel compared to the total surface area. Foi example, assume approximately
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Figure 23. How Cutoff Values Interact with the Cutoff 1. dex

fory percent of a depot storage is devoted to munitions. If a laser struck these

munitions, obvioosly some damage would occur at the depot. Therefore, this depot

would have a forty percent probability of some destruction of the materiel stored

at the depot. The arriunt of damage would be bated on the daniage minimization

technic ues used at the depot. If no safeguards were used at the depot, the entire

amount of explosive mateiiel may explode and take a significant amount of other

materiel as well. However. if the del. - uses accepted storage techniques, !.he materiel

lost may amount to only one ammunition bunker being destroyed.

Air bases can be handled several different ways. The laser attacks may be

directed against runways resulting in craters on the runway su face, the POL dump

may be attacked in a manner similar to the depot, or any aircraft in the open may

be attac'ed individually if detected.

b. dened structures, however, may take several shots for obvious damage to

occur. One posF;ble method would be 0 hnk an equation similai to equation 30 to

an established cutoff value based on the number of shots. s. As long as the cutoff

value is not exceeded, the structure appears to remain sound. After the cutoff ildex,

C1, passes the cutoff value, the target is destroyed. Each hardened target would

have a cutoff value a.signed. Figure 23 shows how the cutoff value would work.

C1 = I - (30)
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If the hardened area target is hit by conventional weapons after laser attack

but before the target is destroyed, the effect of the laser attack can be handled in one

of two ways. 'cr a hardened target, the number of bonbs to destroy the taiget could

be reduced an amount proportional to the cutoff index, or the amount of damage

(lone by the bombs could be increased by the cutoff index.

Several alternative methods could ai ) be used for target destruction. A simple

cumulative function could be used until the arget is destroyed or each individual

shot could result in a prol)ortional amount of damage decreasing the effectiveness of

the target until the target is totally destroyed.

6.2.7.3 Area Fire Kills. Area fire kills are not really kills in the normal

sense. Laser weapons directed against specific ground hexeh act more in the capacity

of suppressive fire against suspected t argets X hit probability does not have to be

determinewd as fire against a ground b.,hx i., automatically assumed to hit the target

hex. Targets in the hex are not likel, to be hit since the detection phase was not

employed to direct fire through the sensors. A small piobability for hitting targets

in the hex should be employed but should be on the order of the amount of surface

area covered by the targets in the hex as compared to the to a! surface area. rhe use

of night vision goggles, or IR detectors in the area under attack could increase the
Dossibilitv of target damage within the hex. The use of tliesc light enlancing senbois

could result in damage to the sensors themselves or actual injur3 to the individuals

operating the sensors with a corresponding decrease in eft tiveness.

The primary use of SWVATTER in an area fire would be to hinder and distract

personnel fiorn carrying out assigned missions. The hindrances would occut fjon

the wear of protective gear and the distractions would occur as troops attempt to

minimize the possibility of laser exposure. These factors could combine to reduce

the overall unit firepower index by a specified percentage and/or hinlder the unit

movenient factor by a specified percentage. This effect ma last, lolgel than the ti me

of tiho actual attack. l)ue to the suddenness and unexpecteriness of such attacl,, the
'iindraj.ces and distractions may last for several time periods even afler the attacks

have ei-ded.

6.2.7.4 Olh, r Effects of Laser Attacks. If the laser attack occurs as a

vehicle is in its attack objective hex. then t' , possibility exist for the laser attack
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to spook the vehicle operators even if no significant damage has occurred. This can

be simulated by increasing the CEP of the weapon system used by the vehicle cr

decreasing the effective firepower of the the weapon through the firepower index.

6.2.7.5 Friendly Fire and Zones of Fire. With the low probability of

SWATTER being able to identify many surface targets and some air targets, the

possibility exist for SWATTER to accidentally attack US forces. The TC may well

have to specify only a general class of target to hit within specific geographic con-

straints (zones of fire) if he wishes SWATTER to fire at all. If the TC doesn't specify

the zones of fire or lie doesn't prevent units from entering zones of fire, then US units

which are not identified but are detected could also come under fire in accordance

with the targeting priorities set by the TC. This could occur since the constella-

tion would not recognize fratricide issues when targeting detected but unidentified

targets.

6.2.8 Spares. Throughout the scenario, if allowed by the control group, the

possibility may exist for the reconstitution of the satellite constellation. This recon-

stitution can be handled through on-oi bit spares or actual launches of replacement

satellites. To accomplish this function, the number, types, and identification of

spares should be determined by the control group beforehand. In addition, the rate

at which the respective spares can be generated should also entered prior to the

If the spare is launched, the time delay should take several weeks and maybe

months. An on-orbit spare may only take clays or maybe weeks for activation. The

identification of the spare must also be made. If the satellite is a sensor or C2

satellite (or a multipurpose with these functions on board), then the sensor statub

modifier or command and control modifier can be increased. The C and S 1nodifier.,

can never exceed one, so no advantage can accrue from launching an excess of these

types. This restriction is not true of the weapon platforms, however.

Any spare weapon platforms launched or activated are immediately counted in

the number of shots in the constellation. The first priority of such a satellite would

be the replacement of any used or damaged shots dedicated to the SDI role. The

second priority would be dedicated to replacing any shots missing from the theate

missile defense role. The final priority would be replenishment of shots dedicated
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to the discretion of the TC. This final priority can be overstocked resulted in more

firing opportunities for each satellite trace.

6.2.9 Repairs and Resupply. SWATTER may also incorporate the ability to

repair broken satellites as well as refuel satellites short of laser firing fuel. The

parameters for launch rates of a space vehicle to accomplish such a, mission must
again be determined beforehand. In addition, the number of shots the resupply

vehicle can carry and the number of repair missions it can accomplish in one mission

must be specified. Since such a mission would be a manned mission, the number

available and the capabilities of this type of mission are likely to be limited.

6.2.10 Soviet Countermeasures. The control group may allow the Soviet

player to have a variety of countermeasures to attempt to negate any advantages
the satellite constellation has bestowed upon the US player. The Soviet player may

have missile decoys, ASATs, space mines, a ground-based laser, and nuclear missiles.

The command and control and the detection processes of these systems are much

simpler than required for the US constellation.

The command and control systems would not have to worry as much about
fratricide or about being activated automatically in a. high threat environment. All

of the systems, except for the space mines, are launched upon demand. In addition,

the singleness of purpose (excluding the decoys), destruction of one target satellite
tremendously simplifies the necessary command and contiol functions. The sensorb

are primarily ground-based with tremendous powei available to them to accurately
fix the satellites' position and velocity vectors. These ground-based sensors would

be able to direct the satellite killers listed above into close enough ploximity to those

satellites to either kill the satellites, oi allow self-contained guidance systems, on the
killers to take over the intercept problem. Since the Soviet system is much simpler

and has a robust detection system, S\ATTER\ , does not model these functions for
the Soviet systems. Detection is assumed to happen automatically, and coninland

and control is assumed to be perfect. The control group would also have to specify

the time required from initial decision for ernployment to the actual launch on all of

these systems except the space mines.

While the killer systems have many similarities, each of these weapon systems

must be examined in more detail due to their differences. The differences occur in

the kill mechanisms, the method of attack, and the specificity of the attack.
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6.2.10.1 ASAT. The Soviets have had aca)able co-orbital ASAT avail-

able for years. By the time of the scenario used in SVATTER it is conceivable the

Soviets could deploy a direct ascent ASAT capability. S\VATTER can model both

types of ASATs.

The co-orbital requires one to two orbits minimum to maneuver into position

near a specific satellite and kill it through proximity to an explosion. The direct

ascent ASAT uses a missile to accelerate into a killing posit.ion directly from the

launch facility with no need for multiple orbits. Both type." attack specific satellite

targets through proximity effects of an explosion and po.ssibly through actual collision

with the satellite.

These ASATs can be determined successful through the use of a CEP model

similar to the one developed for at.tacking point surface talgets b% the US constella-

tion. Attacks on these ASATs by the US constellation can be handled in the same

manner as a missile attack is handled. The major differelce between the two types of

ASATs is due to the amount of exposure to laser fire each system would be exposed

to. The direct ascent ASAT would be exposed to laser fire for only a few minutes

while the co-orbital ASN' would be exposed to at least one complete orbit within

range of laser weapons.

One special type of direct ascent ASAT is the nuclear tipped weapon. While a

conventional ASAT attacks a specific target, the nuclear armed ASAT is a weapon of

mass destruction which attempts to kill several satellites bimultaneouslI due to the

large lethality envelope of its warhead. To determine the numbci of satellites killed.

once exploded the lethal range would be used to determine the area surrounding the

explosion. Once this area is determined, it is compared against the area of coverage

for the individual constellation satellites (including C2 and sensors). The number of

satellites determined to be within the lethal range is then consideied to be killed.

6.2.10.2 Space Mines. Space mines would have to be employed in orbits

near the US constellation prior to the scenario start. The most likely employmnet

would be disguised in a satellite with an unrelated mission such s (omminiunications

or reconnaissance. When the space mine is activated, it would wail until within

lethal range before exploding.

To destroy space mines, a sterile no-entry zone would have to be activated

around the constellation. Once this sterile, no-entry zone was activated the US
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satellites would begin destroying the satellites in orbit similai to the niethod used

to destroy missiles which have reached the space altitude hex.

If the sterile, no-entry zone is not activated, the Soviet player can specify

when to fire the space mines for maximum effect. Since the spate uinles have been

deployed in space for some time, the ability to move the mines is limited due to

the suspicions such a move would arouse in the American forces. Therefore, like

the US constellation, the space mines would be distributed uniformly ii, oibit. The

Soviet player can specify the time of detonation for the first mine. Thereafter, if he

is trying to detonate over a specific geographic location, lie will be limited to certain

times due to the uniform distribution of the space mines. In other word-,. the Soviet

player couldn't detonate all his space mines simultaneously over the theater. The

mines would instead make passes ovem the theater at regular intervals and could be

detonated at that time. However, the Soviet commandei could decide to detonate

all mines simultaneously. The number of space mnnes over the theater would be

determined in the same manner the number of US satellites over the theater was

determined. The rest of the space mines not over the theater would just affect

the overall US constellation by decreasing the number of sensors, weapons, or C2

satellites.

6.2.10.3 Ground-Based Laser.s. The Soviets may also have a ground-

based laser (GBL) for use. The system would have tremendous power available to

attack satellites. The ground-based system would also be able to have a much largei.

more active, cooling system for optic components. The control group would have to

specify the number of shots the laser could fire before cooling uwould be :,ecessaiv.

the recovery time required for cooling, the CEP. and the CEP correction factor. The
firing would be handled exactly like the laser firing by Lhe FS constellation.

The Soviet laser would have so much power. the at inospheric effects, such
as thermal blooming, would be inagnified. lowever. ithe aiming (onirols on the

ground-based system would be more precise. Both factors must be accounted for in

determining the CEP for the Soviet laser. The Soviet CEI" would prol)ably be slightly

worse than its US counterpart. \Weather effects would also hate to be accounted for

as it is by the US constellation.

6.2.10.4 hi.sile Decoys. The Soviets may posse-ss a number of decoys

able to simulate a missile attack. While not an actual miethod for killing tie I'S
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satellites, decoys achieve their mission by drawing laser fire and exhausting the filing

capabilities of the constellation. If decoys are allowed by the control group, the

information which must be preprocessed must include the number of decoys, the

probability of deception by the decoy, and the type of missile the decoy is simulating.

If decoys are launched with othe. missiles and are not determined to be decoys by

SWATTER, the probability of killing a decoy will be based on the proportion of
decoys among the actual missiles. For example, if a missile launch was 40 percent

unrecognized decoys, then 40 percent of the missiles killed will actually be decoys

killed.

6.2.11 Satellite Destruclion and Olher Considerations. Fire against thesatel-

lifoe constellation is resolved in the same manner the constellation resolved fire against

point targets. There are major differences between satellite target kills and killing

US satellites. These differences include the fact the Soviet player does not have to
detect the desired target due to the large number of surface-based radar sites. An-

other difference is the simple command and control structure the Soviets would use

for their system would be less complicated and less likely to breakdown or degrade.

Finally, the last difference occurs because weather is not a factor the Soviets need

to consider to-kill any US satellites unless they are using their ground-based laser.

During the targeting of US satellites, the Soviet player needs to specify if he is

going after a weapon platform or other satellite. A weapon platform satellite would

be easily distinguishable from the other types. However, a sensor satellite and C2

may not he as easily identified. Therefore, after a hit is determined, the type of

satellite destroyed must be determined. Referring back to Table 3 a. peicentage of

the different types can be determined and a random number draw from a uniform

distribution can be accomplished for satellite type. For example, the Soviet playei

may state he is firing at a weapon platform. In Table 3 there are a total of -550

platforms which mount a weapon system. Of the total number of xxeapon platfornms,

73 percent are dedicated to single )urpose satellites. The remaining 27 percent is

equally divided among the three types of multipurpose platforms which includes a

weapon. The random number draw from zero to one would determine which type of

platform was destroyed.

While the method for handling C' losses and sensor losses has already been

discussed, the method for handling weapon platform losses has not.. Anytine a
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weapon platform is lost, the total number of shots available to the constellation

(including the ICBM defense and the theater reserve) is determined along with the

number of weapon platforms available prior to the loss. The shots available are

divided by the number of platforms to determine the number of shots available on

each platform. This number is then subtracted from the total number of shots in

the constellation to represent the loss of the weapon.

If the Soviet player is attacking the constellation to weaken the system as a

whole he could attack at any time and his results would be applied to the entire

system. If the Soviet player wishes to attack a specific portion of the constellation

which would appear over the theater at a specific time, the Soviet player must inform

SWATTER of his intent when inputting his mission orders. In addition, he must

include enough lead time for his notification to allow the chosen weapon systems to

be launched or fired and to allow the constellation under attack to come into place.

If the Soviet player is using space mines, the delay time foi the first space mine

over the theater is equal only to the amount of time necessary to order the space

mine to explode. Thereafter, if any space mines are exploded over the theater, it

-will be done in discrete time intervals based on the spacing between the mines. If

the weapon chosen is a direct ascent ASAT, the only lead time necessary i' the time

required to order the launch and the time for the missile to reach altitude. If the

system used is the co-orbital ASAT, the lead time must include the time period for

at least one orbit (two if determined by the control group) to maneuver the ASAT

into a killing position over the theater. While most of these weapons are fairly
straightforward in determining required lead times, the last remn))*.ing' system, tile

GBL, is not. It is addressed next.

If the weapon used for attacking an orbital plane over the theater is the GBL,

the lead time includes, the time decision lead tirie plus an amount of time equal

to the time required for the constellation to rotate into place over the theater. In

other words, the Soviet player could attack the constellation with his laser but since

it would only attack orbital planes directly overhead, the east-west distance, ol the

longitudinal difference, between the firing site and the theater must be accounted

for. For example, if the GBL at Dushanbe, located at approximately 70" E fires at an

orbital plane, the plane attacked will not rotate over the Iran theater (approximately

60' E) until roughly 40 minutes later.
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6.51 Data Capture

The algorithms in this chapter are very data intensive and are very dependent

upon the a wide variety of values entered in the preprocessing phase. While the actual

values to be used by SWATTER are beyond the scope of this thesis, a starting point

for gathering this data is included.

The data is available for SWATTER in many forms and in many organizations.
The data may be available in organizations which use it for engineering research or

it may come from modeling agencies. Unfortunately, in the interest of playability,

some of this data may have to be manipulated into a form which can be entered into

SWATTER. In addition, much of the data may be classified and in an attempt to

maintain the unclassified nature of this thesis, the sources, availability, and formats

of this data. were not deeply researched.

The organizations listed below are just some of the possible sources and can

be used as a starting point for gathering the desired data.

" United States Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity (AMSAA), Aberdeen

Proving Ground, Md.

" Survivability/Vulnerability Information Analysis Center (SURVIAC), Wright-

Patterson AFB, Oh.

* Foreign Technology Division (FTD), Air Force Systems Command, Wright-

Patterson AFB, Ohl.

" US Space Command, Peterson AFB, Co.

" All Space Command, Peterson AFB, Co.

" Strategic Defense Command, Huntsville, Al.

* Tnteravvia Space Directory 1990-91 (44).

With the data these organizations provide, S\WATTER will be a highly playable

but realistic approximation of space warfare in the near future.
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VII. Conclusion.

1.1 Sum 1?loryl

This thesi s is the coTnerstone to begin the integration of space asscts into the

Air Force NVarg inir g Cexitcr's theater level wargame currently under development.

The purpose of this effort has been to incorporate a space-based laser weapon system,
-primarily iltencled for ballistic missile defense, and the genesis of Alu Force space

doctrine irito a zonventiojaal theater battle wargame for research and education. The

goal was to proiAde the rationale and algorithms necessary for the construction of a

computer iwi ul ation - Thi s thesis has admirably met this goal and accomplished the

stated purpose.

Chapter 1 addressed the basic purpose of this thesis and the model consider-

ations necessary, for itegrating space into the theater level wargame. Chapter II

provides the bac.:kgroUnd information necessary to credibly represent space warfare

in terms af do0tritie, capability, and probable deployment. Chapter III sets the

stage with a credible scenario for the deployment of a space-ba,,ed shield in a theater

conflict. I;l Cht--tpter IV, the areas which need to be modeled begin to take form

by defining wich areas a.re important and how they need to be modeled. Chapter

V defines tllebatsic S'WAT'TER entities and important characteristics these entities

possess for integration into the wargame. Chapter VI ties everything together by

simplifying; corniplex, high speed orbital processes and combining them into simple

algorithms NhiicI allow the model to function realistically with very little loss of

fidelity. Ac~litiorially, tle representation of the satellite constellation within the the-

ater is addcd aloxg \vi th the detection and targeting processes., intelligence, cornmiand

and control proesse., wea.pon interactions, and stochastic attrition.

All of the exlgori thins provided are based on simple orbital mechanics or simple

engineerin% nd-els w;hich are readily available and unclassified. \Vhec appropriate,

reference has beczn rnoade to more complex models if increased fidelity is desired over
playability. While primarily designed for integration into the models designed by

Ness and Mann, suificient documentation on aggregation methods and movement

algorithms las l>en provided for integration into other theater level wargames.
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7.2 Recommendations.

This thesis is only a very early stage of wargame development. The ideas

presented here must still be integrated into a prototype design and linked to the

models developed by Ness and Mann. Both of these models are currently under

development and refinement. Once past the development stage, the model must still

be validated. Finally, SWATTER will meet the ultimate test. This test comes down

to the question, "Is it playable?" Hopefully, SWATTER will successfully pass all of

these hurdles. If SWATTER does not, at least it will point the correct way for those

following.

Recommended additional thesis efforts along the lines of SWATTER include:

* Development and validation of the algorithms presented in SWATTER1,

* Better representation of space-to-space warfare,

* Integrating communication and navigation satellites into the theater conflict,

* Developing the data bases required for SWATTER,

* Research into integrating SWATTER interactions with naval forces,

* Automating the Soviet forces.

7.3 Conclusion.

This thesis provides a foundation for the extension of the land-air theater battc

into the new medium of space. In addition, SWATTER provides the documentation

necessary for those following after to successfully integrate changes to the program

and also provides the basic information necessary for integrating new entitieb not

yet envisioned into the data base. It is hoped that SWATTER becomcs the vehicle

to help future Air Force leaders in their quest to become knowledgeable about spa((?

capabili ties and limitations.
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Appendix A. Preprocessing Inputs and Associated Algorithms

During the preprocessing phase a large number of inputs are required. These

inputs can be input through either an ASCII word processoi or a simple program an
be written to query the control group on the information required to run SWAI TER.

Samples of the required information and the associated algorithms are included be-

low. Entity databases are not covered here but are sufficiently covered in the main

text and in the work done by Mann and Ness. This chapter includes examples of

the questions (with answers) which need to be completed and several of the algo-

rithms which must be processed belore beginning the waigame. If questions are

based on a response not given, then they are not answered. They are only included

for completeness in demonstrating sone of the possible required inputs.

A.1 Soviet Limitations

1. Does the Soviet playei have ASATs? No. (The following ASAT questions were

not answered due to no ASAT capability.)

2. Do the ASATs include co-orbital ASATs? Number? Orbits required for inter-

ception? Time required from employment decision to launch time and standard

deviation? Location?

3. Do the ASATs include direct-ascent ASATs? Number? Time required from

launch to intercept? Time required from employment decision to launch time

and standard deviation? Location?

4. Do the ASATs include space mines? Numbet ? Time required from employment

decision to first detonation? Location?

5. Does the Soviet player have the capability to emfploy nucler-til)ped missiles in

an ASAT role? Number? Time required from employment decision to launch

time and standard deviation? Time required from launch to intercept .? Lethal

weapon radius? Location?

6. Does the Soviet player have a. GBL? Number? Location? Shots available at

each location? Yes. 1. Dushanbe. 1000.
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7. How many shots may the GBL fire before stopping to cool the system? How

long must the system cool before commencing fire? 10 shots. 120 minutes.

S. What is the CEP of the ;BL? What is the fire coirection factor for subxequent

GBL shots? 5 m. 2 m.

9. What is the firing doctrine employed by the GBL? SSLSS.

Al.2 US Limitations

1. What is the current command structure? SOL liaison under the AC.

2. Under the starting command structure, what is the delay time from request

to final decision on SWATTER deployment? What is the approval rate on

SWATTER. deployment? 4 hours. 75 percent.

3. Are other command structures allowed later in the simulation? No.

4. What types? What are their respective delay times and approval rates?

5. Does SWATTER have a sterile no-entry zone for space mines? If not, will the

zone be approved at a later time? No. No.

6. Does SWATTER have any replacement satellites? No.

7. How many replacement satellites are on-orbit spares? What type of mission

platforms are available? What are their activation times?

S. How many replacement satellites have to be launched? Vhat is the delay

time from employment decision to actual operational capability? What type

of mission platforms are available?

9. MNay the Space Shuttle resupply or repair the constellation? No.

10. What is the delay time from Shuttle employnmnt decision to actual repair or

resupply? How many shots can each Shuttle mission replenish? Ilow many

satellites can each Shuttle mission repair?

11. What is SWATTER's firing doctrine? SLS

12. How many shots may each individual satellite fire before stopping to cool the

system? Ilow long must the system cool before commencing fire? 6 shot.s. 95

minutes.

13. HoI many shots may each weapon satellite carry? 100.

14. What is the weapon CEP and possible correction factor? .3 in. I In.
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1.2.1 Satellite hiputs and Algorithms

1. What altitude is the constellation established at? .0 km.

2. What is the effective weapon range of the laser weapon? 205 km.

3. Does the constellation provide complete global coverage? No.

4. What latitude and inclination coverage do you wish SWATTER to provide ?

Is this partial coverage complete? 600. Yes.

.5. What is the theater latitude? 330.

6. What is the length of the theater as measured from north to south? 200 kin

(or 8 ground hexes).

7. What is the width of the theater as measured from east to west? 400 km (or

16 ground hexes).

Based on the numbers given as responses and the equations previously given

in the text, SWATTER immediately begins calculating the number of satellites re-

quired, the orbital period, theater rotation, satellite following times, satellite follow-

ing distances, and the separation between orbital planes.

Substituting the the above numbers into equation 7 would result in a spherical

area of 543,771,884.2 km 2 . While equation S would result in a lethal weapon area of

132,025.4 km 2 per satellite. Using these resulting values in equation 9 would result

in 6470 required for full earth coverage. Dividing the surface area of the earth by the

number of satellites gives the surface cuverage by each satellite and can be further

reduced to determine distance between each satellite and each orbital plane. In this

case the distance between satellites is approximately 158.6 km or six ground hexes.

Ilowever, the questions above revealed the constellation only extended to the

600 latitudes. Modifying equation 9 to determine the actual number of satellites ie-

quires the determination of area actually covered by the constellation in equation 12

To determine this area, h from equation eq:height must be determined. In this case
h is 11,393.7 km resulting in an area, including the overlapping correction factor

2' of 739,719,823.4 kn 2 . Since the correction factor has already been included in
equation 12, equation 9 must account for this and would resemble the form below.

= ,(R,, R,)h_(1
9(31)
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Using the numbers previously input or determined, N is now calculated to be

5603 satellites. The separation between the satellites does not chainge nor does the

period of the satellite orbit, 5309.7 seconds, determined from equatioi 11. Dividing

the orbital period into the circumference of the earth results in the apparent ground

velocity of 7.5 km/sec for each satellite crossing the theater.

In addition, using the theater latitude in equation 14 results in the local portion

of the globe rotating eastward at the rate of 0.39 km/sec. Therefore for the orbital

plane to rotate westward one ground hex strip (25 kin) requires 64 seconds. During
this 64 seconds, approximately three satellites will have traversed the hex strip. Since

each orbital plane is separated by 158.6 km and the theater is 400 km wide, at least

two and up to three orbital planes can be over the theater at one time. Each hex

strip would , :quire 17.1 minutes to move across the entire theater and during that

time 48 selarate satdliites associated with the hex strip will have crossed the theater.

Using equation 15, the angle, as measured from the satellite vertical, to the

next adjacent ground hex strip is 7.125' The next ad>-cent ground hex strip, based

on equation 16, is 201.6 km from the satellite while the next hex strip past the one

adjacent is 206.2 kin. Therefore the area each orbital plane could attack on the

surface is three hex strips wide. 1

To determine if satellite could reach adjacent air hexes, equations 17 and 16
would be calculated for three cases. TL,! first case would occur when the ground

hex strip would determine if air hexes could be reached when the ground hex ship

is centered within its own air hex. The second case examines the adjacent ail hex

when the ground hex strip is offset to the near side of its own air hex. The final case

occurs when the ground hex strip is offset on the far side of its own hex strip. The

results for these calculations are shown in table 7.

Based on table 7 this particular constellation can always reach the air hexes

directly above the any portion of tie 3 hex wide ground hex strip. Additionally. if

the hex strip is centered within its own air" hex it can reach the very high aititude

air hexes adjacent to the hex strip. Space hexes are always within weapon range of

the constellation as are the low altitude hexes (these altitude hexes are only 2.5 km

across unlike all other altitude hexes) directly above the hex strip.

Once SVATTER has determined the requirements for satellite coverage, it

must again query the control group for additional information.
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Table 7. Determination of Air Hexes within Range
Altitude Cse 1 T Case 2 Case 3

€ in € in € in
range range I range

medium 20.70 no 14.10 yes 26.70 no
high 21.1 no 14.50 yes 27.30 no
very high 22.60 yes 15.50 yes 29.10 no
space Always within range

1. SWATTER has determinel 5603 weapon platforms are required for complete

earth coverage from 600 N to 60' S. If complete coverage is not desired how

many weapon platforms are actually available?

2. Are multifunction platforimns used? Yes.

3. How many single use weapon platforms are there? 5003.

4. How many single use sensor platforms are there? 1297.

5. How many single use command and control platforms are there? 400.

G. How many multifunction weapon, and sensor platforms are there? 200.

7. How many multifunction cruji..nand and control, and sensor pia.forms are

there? 200.

S. How many multifunction command and control, and weapon platforms are

there? 200.

9. How many multifunctio, command and control, weapon, and :,elisor platforms

are there? 200.

10. How many total satellilte platforms are there? 7500.

11. Are any of the satellite platforms circular in shape? Which ones? Yes. Sensor

platform-; command and control platforms: sensor, and command and control
muitifunction platforms.

12. What a,'e the dimensions facing earth of the weapon platform? .5 m by 4 in.

13. What is the radius of the sensor platform? of the command and control plat-

form? of the multifunction command and control. and sensor platform? 3 In.

3 m. 3 m.
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14. Are all multifunction platforms with weapons the same size as the weapon

platform? If not, what are the dimensions? Yes.

Once these queries have been answered, SWATTER examines the answers for

internal consistency and then determines the percentage makeup of the constellation

of the satellites. The weapon platforms are easily distinguishable from the earth and

the percentage makeup of the weapon platforms must also be dcteimined separately

from the non-weapon satellites. For example, a platform consisting of a weapon,

sensors, and a command and control function make up only 3.5% of all the weapon

platforms. However, this same platform would be distinguishable as a weapon plat-

form and would probably not be attacked if the desired targets were senbors and

command and control functions. Therefore, while an attack on this type of multi-

function weapon platform would occur with a probability of 0.035 when targeting

weapon platforms, such a successful attack would decrease the sensor satellites and

the command and control satellites each by one as well as the weapon platforms.

Meanwhile, attacks against non-weapon platforms would not affcct the weapon plat-

forms in any way.
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Appendix B. Theater Commander Inputs and Reports

The Theater Commander (TC) has the ability to make several key decisions
throughout the simulation. However, to make those decisions, he must have enough

information to make valid determinations onl what he is able tu accompllish through

the use of his space forces. Therefore, the Theater Comnandei must know some of

the unique attributes of the forces available, and also must undeistand what the key

decisions may entail as well as what he may expect as 'eedback on how his choices

are working.

B.1 Attributes of Space Forces

For the Theater Commander to understand how better to use the forces he has
available, he must understand some key attributes of those foices. In other words,

if the Theater Commander is given a new gun, he must also be given an instruction

manual to know how to use it.

Some of the key attributes of SWATTER include:

* continuous surveillance of the theater,

* near real-time reports of what is detected within the theater,

* ability to direct fire upon almost any point within the theater at any time,

• almost instantaneous battle damage assessment of the fire missions,

very high probability of detection, identification a(d kil of an theater nis-

siles

" a (rood probability of detection. recognition and kill ofaircraft with only a fair

probability of identification,

* a fair probability of detecting land vehicles wii.h only a poor l)robability of

recognition, identification, and kill.

Some of these attributes ma' be presented to the theater commander in a foi In

similar to Table S.
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Table S. Detection, Identification, and Kill Attributes of SWATTER

Target Detection Recognition Identification Kill
Missiles 99% 99% 99% 99%
Aircraft 80% 60% 40% 75%
Vehicles 50% 30% 20% 30%

With these attributes, the theater commander can then make his initial deci-

sions on deploying his space forces. The attributes listed can be as specific as the

control group desires. They may be given as general aggregations based on an en-
tire class of vehicles or may be further broken down into subgroups. For example,

probabilities of aircraft identification and kill could be given for fighters, bombers,
and transports.

Other information which should be available to the theater commander includes

time delays for reports, time to implement his deployment decisions, the total amount

of firepower lie has available, and the amount of firepower he call bring to bear in a

specified time increment.

B.2 Theater Commnander limpuls

Based on the attributes given the Theater Commander, he will decide his

initial deployment instructions and give orders based on the theater's geographic

coordinates (similar to Figure 24).

These initial inputs could be entered in a format similar to Table 9. This

example may be expanded to include more oi contracted to include fewer choices fot

the Theater Commander.

The example in Table 9 shows several methods the TC can use to specify

specific target types. For instance in the aircraft categor%: if a target is detected as an

aircraft it is obviously not possible to recognize or identify the type since insufficielnt

information exists. lowever. once the intelligence function has determined ;( is a

fighter, sufficient information may exist to determine the type of fighter and thus, the

owning player. The TC can set specific geographic bounds for his aircraft detection

and targeting but he may also specify different bounds for bombcr detection and
targeting. If no geographic bounds are specified for a specific class then the o%-erall
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Table 9. Theater Commander Deployment Orders

rarget Type Geographic Priority/Level of Detection Required

Bounds
--_ Detected Recognized Identified

Aircraft A2-A8 by A2- 5 NA NA
E2

Fighters NA 4 3
Bombers A2-A6 by A2- NA 2 1

E2
Transports
Vehicles C2-C5 by C2- NA NA

F3
Tanks NA 6
APCs NA 7
You have 10,000 shots allocated to the theater, how many do you wish to reserve
for theater missile defense? 2000.
Do you wish to add any geographic area-fire targets to your priority list? No.
Do you wish to add other target priorities to your list? No.
Command structure in effect requires SDI approval for theater priorities.
Approval Rate is 70% and the time required is 6 hours.
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class bounds are used. This allows him to specify where his priorities exist and in

what order he wishes targets attacked.

The important point needs to be made that the only way to avoid fratricide

is by prioritizing only identified targets on the list. For example, using Table 9 for

land vehicles, no priority has been established for vehicles in general. In addition,

tanks and APCs must be identified before targeting. By extension, since targets

must be identified, then only those identified as Soviet (even if misidentified) will be

attacked. If a priority had been assigned to vehicles in general, then a mix of Soviet

and US tanks, which were detected but not identified, would be equally targeted.

Once this information has been entered, it can not be changed until the next
time increment used by wargame has expired. After the time has expired, the TC

would have the option of changing anything on his priority list. He can change this

list even if the time interval to priority list approval has not expired. The previous

unapproved list would be discarded and the new list entered starting the clock cycle

over again for priority list approval. If a priority list is disapproved, the priority list

in effect at the time would continue to be in ffCct.

B.3 Situation Reports

The basis for a TC to change his priority list would probably be based upon

situation reports. These reports would come from SWATTER and other sources

and could resemble the format found in Table 10. This information would not lbe

complete due to the "fog of war" but would accurately reflect information on his

own forces due to other reporting channels available.

For example, assume 3 C-130s are in an air hex centered at B5 in Figure 24

and are under attack by a. flight of two Mig-25s. In addition, assume 70 T-72s have
massed in hex F5. SWATTER now enters the wargame with the priol iti-s established

in Table 9 and the outcome occurs in Table 10.

From this information the TC can glean several important points. He learns

the laser weapon ha. not been very effective against armor while it has been very

effective against aircraft. Additionally, the comments (which were gleaned from

other sources) in Table 10, paragraph 2g., show that due to the aircraft priorities he

established in Table 9, two of his own aircraft were destroyed as well as a Mig-2-5
which was attacking the C-130s. Also note that only tanks identified as T-72s were
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Table 10. Situation Report
1. Number of Vehicles Detected 70

Ia. Location F5
lb. Number and Class Recognized 60 Armor
ic. Number and Type Identified 40 T-72s
Id. Confirmed Kills 2 T-72s
le. Probable Kills 5 T-72s
1f. Shots Fired 150
1g. Comments

2. Number of Aircraft Detected 5
2a. Location B5
21). Number and Class Recognized
2c. Number and Type Identified
2d. Confirmed Kills 2 aircraft
2e. Probable Kills 1 aircraft
2f. Shots Fired 20
2g. Comments Kills were 2 C-130s and I Mig-25

3. Time 2100
4. Time of Detection and Engagement 1900
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killed due to the TC priorities. Using this information, the TC could change his

priorities on his priority list.

After the completion of the wargame, a table similar to the one shown in

Table 10 would be generated which would accurately reflect all information and

show how effective the laser weapons and intelligence functions of SWATTER really

were.
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